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With the exception of Kraków,
rivalries are inter-city rather than
cross-city, the mass hooliganism that
blighted the 1990s now more sporadic
than systematic, although an edgy
fan culture still exists. All-seater
stadiums and careful segregation
underscore a more family-friendly
atmosphere at key venues such as
Poznań, Wrocław and Zabrze, where
23 titles have gone in the post-war
period.
Industrial Silesia, whose clubs
dominated the Communist era when
the Polish national team made the
semi-finals in two World Cups, last
celebrated a league trophy in 1989 –
until Gliwice’s surprising run in the
play-offs in 2019 to nip in ahead of
Legia Warsaw.
Their feat not only ended the
champions’ run of three league
crowns but accentuated the attraction
of Polish football for foreign players
for whom the Bundesliga, say, would
be a stretch – cornerstone of Piast’s
campaign was Tom Hateley, the
Monégasque son of Tony, while four
of the league’s top six goalscorers

INTRO

From Polonia Warsaw in 2000 to Piast Gliwice in 2019, seven
different clubs have won the Polish title in the first 20 seasons of
the 21st century, making the Ekstraklasa one of the more varied
leagues in the former Eastern Bloc. Many played in modern
stadiums, three built to co-host Euro 2012, games are reasonably
well attended, five clubs in 2018-19 averaging gates in five figures.
Welcome to liberoguide.com!
The digital travel guide for
football fans, liberoguide.com
is the most up-to-date resource,
city-by-city, club-by-club, to the
game across Europe and North
America. Using only original
photos and first-hand research,
taken and undertaken over seven
seasons, liberoguide.com has
been put together to enhance
every football weekend and Euro
night experience. From airport
to arena, downtown sports bar
to hotel, liberoguide.com helps
you get the best out of your visit
to football’s furthest corners and
showcase stadiums.

remains notably affordable, including
admission to football matches.
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for 2018-19 were Spanish. Much as
Poland emerged from Communism as
the most promising market in which
to invest, so its football clubs now pay
attractive salaries, local economies
fairly buoyant. For a footballer’s
wife or travelling fan, a sojourn in
eastern Slovakia may be viewed with a
certain trepidation – not so dozens of
destinations in Poland. And yet much

If anything personifies the new
Poland, it’s the National Stadium in
Warsaw, host of the opening game
of Euro 2012 and the 2015 Europa
League Final, and invariably full
for Poland’s international matches.
This was not only the site of the
10th Anniversary Stadium, stage
for sports events and mass rallies
under Communism but, immediately
afterwards, a vast flea market
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that was set up around it, a bazaar
of black-market booty notorious
throughout Eastern Europe.
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Station to stadium

Currently Poland’s national carrier,
LOT (lot.com/gb/en) serves a dozen
destinations around the country,
Ryanair (ryanair.com) ten and
easyJet (easyjet.com) four. Public
transport into cities and around them
is excellent and affordable, and taxis
should also be cheap.
Polish rail PKP is extensive and
wallet-friendly – schedules and
tickets are available at rozklad-pkp.pl/
en. From Warsaw Central to Kraków
takes about 2.5hrs, advance singles
costing around 50zł/€11, rising to
135zł/€30 a few days before travel.
Note that Polish stations have very
long platforms with few station
signs – keep a look out for your stop,

A myriad of local bus companies
fills in the gaps in rural areas where
rail doesn’t reach. Check schedules
and tickets at en/e-podroznik.pl. In
most towns, the bus station (dworzec
autobusowy) is alongside the rail
terminal (dworzec PKP).
Main motorways A1, A2 and A4 are
tolled, credit cards, euros and local
złoty accepted. The Polish currency
currently values at 4.5zł/€1.

Tables & trophies

Poland’s top flight, the Ekstraklasa,
contains 16 clubs who play each
other home and away. After 30
games, the top half contest the
championship round, the bottom
half, the relegation round, points
already won carrying straight over.
Teams who finished 1-4 and 9-12 in
the regular table have the advantage
of four home games of the play-off
seven. The title winners enter the
Champions League First Qualifying
Ground, runners-up and third-placed
the Europa League First Qualifying
Ground, joined by the winners of the
Polish Cup.
liberoguide.com 2
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especially after dark. When checking
departures (odjazdy) at any major
station, bear in mind that the platform
(peron) will also be divided into track
(tor) numbers. Look out for the
signboards on the sides of carriages
for confirmation you’re boarding the
right train.
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The bottom three clubs from the I liga
drop down to the third-tier II liga also
of 18 teams, and with the same play-off
system for teams 3-6 to find a winner to
join the top two finishers into the I liga.
The bottom four go down to the mainly
semi-pro III liga.
Divided North-East, North-West, SouthWest and South-East, each with 18
teams, this fourth tier sees each winner
go up to the II liga, and an average of
four teams per region down to the fifthlevel IV liga, further localised into 16
leagues.
The Polish Cup, Puchar Polski, is
almost as extensive as its English
counterpart, so much so that the minitournaments to produce 16 regional
winners take place the previous season.
These teams, mainly from the III liga,
join almost every other club from all top
three tiers – minus four eliminated in
II liga preliminaries – in September’s
Round of 64. Home advantage is given
to the lower-division team in single
ties decided on the day. Another three
rounds are played in similar fashion up

to the one-off semi-finals in the spring.
The final is held at the National Stadium
in Warsaw in early May.

INTRO

For 2019-20, the bottom three teams
drop down to the second-tier I liga,
whose 18 teams play a straight 34game season. Winners and runners-up
promote to the Ekstraklasa, with a new
play-off system now in place for those
finishing 3-6. In one-off games, 3 hosts
6, 4 hosts 5, the winners meeting with a
place in the Ekstraklasa at stake.

Season’s dealings

The Ekstraklasa season starts the third
week of July, runs until just before
Christmas, restarts in early February
then the 30-game section ends around
Easter. Matches stretch over four days
around the weekend, with one on Friday
evening (8/8.30pm), two or three on
Saturday (3pm, 5.30pm, 8pm), two or
three on Sunday (3pm, 5.30pm) and one
on Monday (6pm).
The seven-game championship/
relegation rounds culminate in the third
week of May, mainly but not exclusively
on Fridays and Saturdays.
I liga starts a week later in July than the
Ekstraklasa, runs until early December,
takes a three-month winter break,
then goes from early March until
the third week of May. Matches are
generally played Fridays (6pm, 7pm,
8.30pm), Saturdays (5pm, 6pm, 7pm,
8pm) and, occasionally, Sundays
(5pm), with the odd midweek round
on Wednesdays (5pm-8.30pm).

Entry level

All clubs distribute tickets online,
most are English-friendly to a
certain extent. Club cards are not
required but registration is, which
usually means entering your PESEL
Polish ID number. As you need to

carry ID with your ticket, this could
be a stumbling block. However, many
teams also distribute through outlets
in town, not only club shops, and
you just need to produce your own
photo ID. With availability generally
no problem, buying on the day is also
possible – again, take ID.
The cheapest admission behind the
goals is about 30zł/€6.80, rising to
50zł/€11.30 along the sidelines. Piast
Gliwice charge an across-the-board
40zł/€9. Top games, always against
Legia and for local derbies, are
around 25% dearer. On price lists,
ulgowy means reduced.

Stands are usually indicated by points of
the compass and/or sponsored names:
Trybuna Połnocna, Trybuna Południowa,
Trybuna Wschodnia and Trybuna
Zachodnia are North Stand, South, East
and West respectively. Sektor gości is
the away enclosure, sektor rodzinny is
for families, prasa for press. Your ticket
should show the entrance (wejście),
sector (sektor), row (rząd) and seat
(miejsce). Cena is the price.
The main Polish beers (piwo) are
sold at stadium kiosks or at adjoining
outlets, some of which are comfortable
sports bars. Polish football would be
unthinkable without kiełbasa, sausage.
liberoguide.com 3
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Warsaw
The impressive National Stadium,
built for Euro 2012 and designed in
the form of the Polish flag waving in
the wind, represents Warsaw’s move
onto football’s world stage – and its
elevation from the country’s capital
to its soccer one. At the same time,
flagship club Legia Warsaw have
dominated the domestic game, winning
five titles in the six seasons from Euro
2012 to 2018.

Polonia Palace

third flight, and the club sunk into
further chaos when bankruptcy
again seemed inevitable in 2019 and
renovation work stopped on their
venerable ground.

For many years, Polands national
team and league title were rooted
in the south, either Kraków or the
industrial hubs of Chorzów and Zabrze.
Now focus has fallen firmly back on the
Polish capital. The National Stadium
and Legia’s ground sit either side the
Vistula river, east of the gleaming
skyscrapers of downtown Warsaw.
The Polish game developed in Kraków
and Lvov, when Warsaw still belonged
to Russia. The two main Warsaw
clubs were formed around the time of
World War I. Legia and Polonia were
founded as expressions of national
pride, shortly before full Polish
independence.
They played the first Warsaw derby in
1917 and remained the two biggest
clubs in the capital. Legia dominated
the Polish game in the 1970s, players
such as Kazimierz Deyna and Robert

Gadocha taking club and country to the
semi-finals of the European and World
Cups. Their stadium was rebuilt and
reopened in 2011.
Though originally the railway workers’
club and title-winners in 1946, Polonia
suffered from lack of state backing
and spent four decades in the lower
leagues. Their promotion in 1993
revived the Warsaw derby, not least
when a 3-0 win at Legia earned Polonia

the title in 2000. A decade later, a home
win over Legia, the first for 60 years,
saved the Black Shirts from relegation.
The last Warsaw derbies took place
in 2012-13, Legia fans fighting with
their own security guards and setting
fire to seats in their own stadium
in echoes of the notorious Flaming
Derby of 1997 when they burned down
Polonia’s club shop. Despite a lively
campaign which saw the Black Shirts

in a European berth for much of that
season, Polonia lost their Ekstraklasa
licence and, after a procession of
irresponsible owners, restarted from
the lower rungs in 2013. Polonia
faithful have been turning up in
reasonable numbers at the General
Kazimierz Sosnkowski Stadium on
Konwiktorska just north of the city
centre to see their team play their way
back to the top. In 2017, Polonia were
relegated from the II liga, Poland’s

Other Warsaw clubs, too, have
failed to adapt to modern times.
The football team of multisports
club Warsawianka made waves in
the local Warsaw Championship and
top-flight in Poland before the war.
Key player Stanislaw Baran even
starred in the 1938 World Cup. The
soccer section lost direction under the
incoming Communist régime.
In their place, Gwardia Warsaw,
founded in 1948, became the citys
de facto third club. Representing the
police department, Gwardia won the
Polish Cup in 1954 and participated
in the inaugural European Cup
a year later, on the invitation of
organisers LÉquipe. Star player was
goalscorer Stanislaw Hachorek, who
later moved to Warsawianka.
liberoguide.com 4
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As Gwardia were enjoying their
heyday, thousands of volunteers
helped clear the ground and bring
tons of wartime rubble for builders to
create an open bowl of a stadium not
unlike the Stadion Śląski in Chorzów.
Opened in July 1955 to mark the
formation of Poland’s Communist
government, the 10th Anniversary
Stadium across the Vistula held
prestigious sporting events, including
Polish cup finals and internationals,
until falling into disrepair.
For most of the 1980s and 1990s, it
was the setting for Europe’s biggest
market, Jarmark, where thousands
of traders purveyed junk and pirated
goods. All was cleared away for
the National Stadium to be erected
here, ushering in a new era in Polish
football.

Bearings

Warsaw Chopin Airport is 10km (six
miles) south-west of town, connected by rail to town about 25min
away. Urban lines S2 and S3 run

Polonia

WA R S AW

Gwardia enjoyed another decent run
in the 1970s, beating Ferencváros and
Bologna in Europe, but faded after
state backing disappeared. Still based
at the dilapidated Gwardia Stadium at
ulitsa Raclawicka 132, near Zolnierzy
Radzieckich cemetery, down Zwirki
i Wigury south-west of town. The
club are currently in a local Warsaw
league.

into town, S2 direct to the national
stadium (Warszawa Stadion, 30min
journey time) via focal Sródmiescie,
line S3 only as far as the main station
of Centralna. These are part of the
city’s public transport system – buy
a standard 4.40zł/€1 ticket from
the machine by the platform, then
stamp on board. Trains run every
20-30min and there’s usually an
employee by the ticket machine to
help you. The airport is close enough
to town to be in Zone 1, so the 24hr
day ticket (15zł/€3.40) and weekend pass (24zł/€5.45) are also
valid from there. The regional KM
train (5.50zł/€1.25) also runs every
hour to Centralna.
ZTM Warsaw public transport also
consists of a two-line metro system,

Hotel Rialto

Warka

buses, trams and trolleybuses.
As well as the tickets indicated
above, a shorter journey of 20min is
3.40zł/€0.80. Tickets are sold
at newsstands, kiosks and from
machines by most stops. Credit cards
are usually accepted. You can also pay
on board, but need the right change.

Eletaxi (+48 22 811 1111) from Chopin
Airport to town costs around 40zł45zł/€9-€10 – a journey through the
city centre should be about 15zł/€3.40.
Ryanair also use Warsaw Modlin
Airport, 35km (21.5 miles) north-west
of town. From the airport, a Modlin
bus (9zł/€2 online, 35zł/€8 on board,
every 1-2hrs, 60-100min journey time)
goes to the Kinoteka at the Palace of
Culture in central Warsaw. A Modlin
Taxi (+48 600 105 105) should take

around 40min with a set price of
159zł/€36 to Warsaw.

Bed

The nearest lodging to the National
Stadium is the stylish, 24-room
Dedek Park on aleja Zieleniecka, with
its own restaurant, surrounded by
greenery. Near Legia, the three-star
Hotel Łazienkowski on 29 Listopada
comprises 36 upper mid-range rooms,
with attractive rates at weekends. The
333-room ibis Stare Miasto stands
liberoguide.com 5
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Mercure Warszawa Centrum

right next door to Polonia’s stadium, a
standard budget business hotel with a
handy pre-match bar.
Of the many hotels around Centralna
station, the Novotel Warszawa
Centrum forms part of the downtown
skyline, and contains a sauna and
gym. The nearby landmark Warsaw
Marriott is also where you’ll find
the Champions Sports Bar, right
opposite Centralna. Behind the
station, the InterContinental Warsaw

has panoramic views from its
43rd-floor pool, while the Mercure
Warszawa Centrum alongside
provides mid-range comfort.
Right by Centrum metro station, the
three-star Metropol looks old-school
on the outside but modernised within.
Alongside, the Polonia Palace Hotel
used to be part of the same complex
but is now a 200-plus room lodging in
its own right, with a heritage dating
back to 1913. Nearby, just the other

side of Nowogrodzka, the SCSK
Żurawia is more budget-friendly,
with standard rooms and shared
bathrooms. A few blocks away down
Emilii Plater, near a hub of decent
bars, the Hotel Rialto has been taken
over by Robert De Niro’s Nobu chain to
offer contemporary Japanese cuisine
surrounded by Art Deco elegance.

Beer

Downtown Warsaw is full of bars that
show football – and dotted with sport-

themed pubs. All takes place within
a shortish walk of the grid-patterned
streets on and just south of main Aleja
Jerozolimskie that cuts through the
city by Centralna and the Stalinist
skyscraper of Palace of Culture.
Right on the avenue, facing
Centralna, is the Marriott Hotel and
the Champions sports bar at street
level. Centrepieced by a boxing ring
and literally filled with TVs, this
expansive if pricy venue is an easy
option for sports gawping. Note the
signed pic of Jerzy Dudek.
In the same vein, behind the Marriott,
Legends is run by friendly Scouse
Graham and his Warsaw partner,

done out with refined sepia images
of sports history. A couple of blocks
over on Wilcza, beerhall/restaurant
Warka appeals to the local crowd,
with its history of Polish football in
black and white in a side space. A beer
garden operates in summer. Back on
Jerozolimskie, the British Bulldog
Pub offers TV football and fish & chips.
At the southern edge of the Old Town,
Irish Pub Miodowa puts on live music
and screens matches while on the
other side of the Barbican, the Belgian
Elephant Pub on Freta has a long
bar lined with 22 brews on draught,
fridges filled with 200 varieties by the
bottle and sets up a big screen for
matches.
liberoguide.com 6
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Tickets & shop

For internationals and cup finals,
check the Polish FA website (pzpn.
pl/en). Away fans should organise
tickets through their own FA. There
are no ticket offices at the stadium. A
small selection of souvenirs is sold at
reception.

National Stadium

Tours

The PGE Narodowy (pgnarodowy.
pl) was built by the Polish State at a
staggering cost of half a billion euros
– but it’s not every day that your
country hosts the Euros. Poland’s
National Stadium also staged
the Europa League Final of 2015.
After Euro 2012, the National
Stadium filled close to its 58,000
capacity to roar on Polish victories
over Germany, Ireland, Denmark
and Romania, the last two featuring
hat-tricks by Robert Lewandowski.
Madonna, Metallica and global
climate conferences all made use of
this impressive venue overlooking
the Vistula river.
Fashioned in the form of a Polish
flag waving in the wind, the redand-white exterior is a world
away from the Warsaw of the

The stadium lays on a number
of tours – though not on international matches or the days either side.
These start from the basic Viewing
Point (10zł/€2.25) and English-language ones (27zł/€6.10), usually at
noon.

Bars
Communist era. This was the site of
the 10th Anniversary Stadium, the
comfort-free, 100,000-capacity bowl
built to commemorate the coming
to power of the Communist Party.
Afterwards, the Stadion X-lecia held
a vast market for junk and pirated
goods. If anything typified the chaos
and corruption of post-’89 Poland, it
was Jarmark Europa.

statues outside the main entrance
hark back to simpler times. The
new National Stadium towers for
eight storeys over its abandoned
predecessor by some 70 metres at
its highest point. Its retractable roof,
so criticised when the 2012 game
with England was postponed until the
following day, can only be opened or
closed in dry weather.

Though no trace remains of the
old stadium or market, the heroic

Two tiers of seating are arranged into
sectors G1-G36 above (G9-G12 and

G27-G30 behind goals) and D1-D10,
D11-20, and the prime sideline seats
of V1-V5 and C1-C4 below. D4-D7 and
D14-D17 are behind the goals. Away
fans enter through gate 10, nearest
Warszawa Stadion station, to sectors
G9-G11.

Transport

The Stadion Narodowy metro station is on red line 2, three stops from
central Świętokrzyska. It sits by the
namesake regional train station,

On the river side of the stadium,
across from gate 5, café/restaurant
Mosir overlooks Wisła beach, a
stretch of sand lapped by the Vistula.
Zwierzyniec Perła beer can be sunk
on the front terrace facing the stadium, the back one by the beach or
inside, where large black-and-white
images testify to summer fun of yesteryear. By the stadium reception, its
terrace alongside the go-kart track,
the Chill Bistro offers coffees, soft
drinks and snacks. Beer at stadium
kiosks is low-alcohol Tyskie.
liberoguide.com 7
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an easy hop from Centralna/Śródmieście. The main tram hub is on the
south-east side, Rondo Waszyngtona, lines 7, 8, 9, 22, 24 and 25 linked
with Centralna and Centrum metro.
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Legia Warsaw
Polish champions for the third time
running in 2018, Legia Warsaw (legia.
com) sit top Poland’s all-time league
table. Their extensive fan base and
Warsaw location have encouraged
foreign investment and allowed Legia
to rebuild the Polish Army Stadium.
Displays at the club museum begin
with paintings of mounted Polish
officers in World War I uniforms who
formed the club in 1916. Legia’s first
game was against city rivals Polonia,
in 1917. Ten years later, Legia played
in the inaugural Polish league.
Under Communism, Legia became
CWKS, the Central Army Sports Club,
reverting to Legia before all-time star
midfielder Kazimierz Deyna, forward
Robert Gadocha and goalkeeper Jan
Tomaszewski provided the key players
behind Poland’s defeat of England to
qualify for the 1974 World Cup, and
eventual third place.
The Stadion Wojska Polskiego (‘Polish
Army Stadium’) has been the home
of Legia Warsaw since 1930. A long
€110-million rebuild was completed
in 2011. All four stands are two-tiered
and covered – note the statue of
Kazimierz Deyna outside the home
Žyleta stand. Originally the East Stand
(Trybuna Wschodnia), Žyleta is now
the nickname of the North Stand
(Trybuna Połnocna) behind the goal

footbridge, the Sklep Kibica sells gear
related to Legia’s ultras.

Museum

Legia’s excellent free museum opened
on the 90th anniversary of the club’s
foundation. Old shirts, vintage
photographs and archive press cuttings
illustrate a century of football history.

– the pitch was slightly reoriented
during the rebuild. Away fans are
allocated four sectors (121-122, 221222) in the nearest half of the South
Stand (Trybuna Południowa) to the
West Stand (Trybuna Zachodnia), by
the Piasezynski Canal. Capacity is
31,000, 33,600 if standing places are
made available.

Transport

Head to Politechnika metro station
and take one of five buses (Nos.143,

182, 187, 188, 523) to Rozbrat four
stops away. This puts you on the
bridge overlooking Lazienkowska and
the stadium – there should even be
a huge match poster on one of the
residential blocks.

Prices start at 40zł/€9, 50zł/€11.30
for better seats, 65zł/€14.70 for the
best. They rise by about 30% for
the visits of Wisla Kraków and Lech
Poznan.

Tickets

The large, bright Legia shop by the
sports bar proffers stylish Legia
T-shirts featuring a map of Warsaw.
Also on this side of the stadium is
a Warsaw Fans’ Shop and an outlet
for Legia ultras Žyleta, while over the

The ticket office is by the club shop.
Foreign nationals should be able to
buy match tickets in person with photo
ID, without having to purchase a Fan
Card – but cannot purchase online.

Shops

Bars

Łazienkowska 3 by the club shop is
one of the best of its kind. Archive
black-and-white shots surround a
large sports bar and restaurant where
the house speciality is the Rogal Deyny
(‘Deyna bagel’), its shape inspired
by the ‘gravity-ignoring curve’ of the
great midfielder’s goal against Italy
at the 1974 World Cup. ‘Bagel’ is
doing it a disservice – this is a hulking
crescent roll stuffed with meat, ideally
complemented by a draught Żywiec
beer.
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Częstochowa is a place of pilgrimage
though currently not for football fans,
as recently promoted Raków have had
to switch home games to Bełchatów
75km north. Until 2019, the modest
Stadion Miejski, in Raków south of
town, befitted the lower-league football
played by Krzyżowcy, the Crusaders.
Warka

For the Ekstraklasa, Raków, formed
after World War I when Częstochowa
became part of newly independent
Poland, needed a suitable venue.
Katowice would have been convenient
– instead, the journey to the GIEKSA
Arena in Bełchatów by public transport
is a round-the-houses tour via
Piotrków Trybunalski.
Bełchatów is also home to the largest
thermal power station in Europe. Local
team, GKS, an acronym of the Miners’
Sport Club, were formed the same
year that their ground was opened,
1977. Renovated in the early 2000s, it
stands opposite the three-star Hotel
Sport, a handy option considering the
journey to the nearest main city of Łódź
also requires a change at Piotrków
Trybunalski and long waiting times.
Given the tortuous process of finding
the right builders to expand and
modernise their ground, Raków

will probably be stuck in Bełchatów
for some time – meaning that the
Jasna Góra monastery and its Black
Madonna on the western edge of
Częstochowa will be the only reason
to visit.

Bearings

Katowice is the nearest main airport
for Częstochowa 60km (37 miles)
away, directly linked by Ekspres
transfer bus (70zł/€15.50, 1hr journey
time), and for Bełchatów 125km
(78 miles) away. Bełchatów is only

accessed via Piotrków Trybunalski,
whose train and bus stations face
each other.
From Katowice main station, a
direct train to Piotrków Trybunalski
(40zł/€9) takes 2hrs 20mins – there
are more services via Częstochowa,
which is 1hr 30mins away. From bay
3 of the run-down bus station at
Piotrków Trybunalski, one Polonus
bus a day leaves for Bełchatów
(10zł/€2.25, journey time 30mins),
dropping you on Sienkiewicza north of

town. Walk up to the roundabout then
left up Pabianicka for town 10min
away, or back the way you came and
right up Piłsudskiego for the stadium,
via 1 Maja. Taxi Trybunalskie (+48 570
919 919) charge 90zł/€20 to run the
27km from Piotrków to Bełchatów.
Infrequent local MZK buses
(2.80zł/€0.60) serve Bełchatów. For
Taxi Bełchatów, call +48 691 30 50 50.

Bed

Across the road from the GIEKSA
Arena, the modern, functional

Hotel Sport has a ‘drink bar’ and
restaurant, a pool and spa, a bowling
alley and conference facilities, plus
52 three-star rooms. On Romualda
Mielcsarskiego running west from
town, the superior three-star Santin
offers a spa, garden, two restaurants
and cosy rooms. Set in greenery
further west on Lipowa, Jan also has
guest rooms, mainly to cater to guests
at weddings and functions here.

Beer

Warka on Okrzei is the Bełchatów
branch of this popular Polish brew
chain, with TV sport and football
imagery around a bare-brick, publike interior. Tables sit outside. At the
nearby junction of 1 Maja/ Kościuszki,
the Gambrinus offers rare beers,
hulking burgers and billiards in a
contemporary space filling an old brick
building, with its own courtyard.
liberoguide.com 9
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No.2 bus (hourly weekdays, every 2hrs
weekends) covers the same route
to 1 Maja/stadion in 5mins. From
town, it’s 7-8mins along 1 Maja from
the Gambrinus pub – from nearby
Rotmistrza Witolda Pileckiego, the
No.2 bus runs the three stops to the
stadium.

Tickets & shops

Most pay on the day behind Trybuna
B on 1 Maja. Raków fans buy their
tickets from the Sklep Kibica Medalik
(Mon, Tue, Fri 3pm-5.30pm, Tue
& Thur 10.30am-1pm) at Berka
Joselewicza 5 in Częstochowa. Expect
to pay around 20zł/€4.50-25zł/€5.50.
You’ll also find ultras souvenirs.
Elsewhere in Częstochowa, official
club merchandise and tickets are sold
at the Raków store (Mon-Sat 10am10pm, Sun 10am-9pm) on the first
floor of the Galerija Jurajska at aleja
Wojska Polskiego 207.

Raków Częstochowa/
GIEKSA Arena
Promoted to the Ekstraklasa in 2019
for only the second time in the club’s
near century-long history, Raków
Częstochowa (rakow.com) were last
in the top flight in the mid-1990s.
Back then, the Stadion Miejski, the
municipal ground accommodating
4,000 spectators was simply smaller
and more basic than its counterparts.
Today, it can’t be used for Ekstraklasa
games. Częstochowa is a mill town
with a famous monastery, Raków is a
separate community south of it, since
subsumed into Częstochowa and on
its main tram network. Bełchatów
75km away is where this club now
plays its home games. Laid out as a

series of estates for local workers’
estates, this industrial hub tripled
in size from the late 1970s onwards,
when its huge power station was built.
This was when local club GKS
and the stadium now named the
GIEKSA Arena also saw the light of
day. Since then, GKS have notched

up more impressive achievements
– league runners-up and twice Polish
Cup finalists – than their current
groundshare partners. The stadium,
meanwhile, has been rebuilt, with
roofs over all four stands. Raków
fans occupy Trybuna B, aka Młyn,
the south end nearest main ulica
1 Maja that leads from town. Away
fans are allocated sectors C10-C13
in the north-west corner of Trybuna
C, with a separate entrance on ulica
Czyżewskiego. Neutrals may choose

between sectors C1-C8 in C or behind
the north goal in Trybuna D. VIP seats
and the GKS club offices, and bar, line
the stand along ulica Sportowa. The
average gate for Raków is 2,500, the
capacity just over 5,000.

Transport

Arriving at Bełchatów via daily bus
or taxi from Piotrków Trybunalski,
walk back along Sienkiewicza then
right up Piłsudskiego, taking the fifth
left at 1 Maja – allow 10-15mins. The

Bars

As you approach the stadium on 1
Maja, modest Klops serves Tyskie
on tap and other Polish beers by the
bottle. There’s a TV inside, with a front
terrace facing the street. Fans buy beer
from the Alkohole store nearer the
stadium, though you can sit down over
a draught Żywiec at the featureless
‘drink bar’ of the Hotel Sport opposite.
On the first floor of the clubhouse at
the stadium, framed GKS shirts lead
you to Wolej, a small bar serving
bottled Lech, Tyskie and Żywiec.
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On the south-east, stadium side of the
city centre, the three-star Esperanto
on Legionowo takes its name from the
language created by locally born LL
Zamenhof. On nearby Zamenhofa, the
classy four-star Branicki has a spa,
cigar room and historic bar. Between
the two on the main market square,
the five-star Royal Hotel & Spa offers
a pool and gym within its sauna
complex, plus the popular Browar
pub. For affordability and convenience,
the Młynowa Lux on Młynowa can’t be
beat, a short walk south of the centre.
Slightly dearer but more central,
in a tastefully revamped building
dating back to 1897, the mid-range
Aristo on Kilińskiego has a wine bar
and restaurant to match the stylish
surroundings.

Białystok
The easternmost city in the
Ekstraklasa, Białystok is separated
from the border with Belarus by
primeval forest where bisons roam.
This is where they handpick the
bison grass that goes into Żubrówka
vodka, the name most associated with
Białystok – until the recent rise of
flagship club Jagiellonia.
Polish Cup winners in 2010, regular
if always brief European competitors,
Jagiellonia celebrate their centenary

in 2020. Formed by soldiers when
Białystok was being fought over
by Soviet and newly independent
Polish armies, Jagiellonia was later
overshadowed by an emerging new
force: Włókniarz. Making the second
tier in 1973-74, they have since
slipped into obscurity. The football
and athletics stadium where they
played, the Zwierzyniecki on the other
side of the large urban forest from
today’s Stadion Miejski south of town,
is still in use.
Jagiellonia also played there, or
rather the club’s various post-war

iterations in the lower divisions.
When a new stadium was built in
1971, it was for another army side,
Gwardia, formed in 1948 and secondtier competitors shortly afterwards.
After 1989, Gwardia were renamed
Hetman. In 2006, the City bought the
Hetman Białystok Stadion and had
it redeveloped, then rebuilt, as the
Stadion Miejski, just as Jagiellonia
began to challenge for the Polish title.

Bearings

The nearest airports serve Warsaw,
just over 200km (130 miles) away,
Frederyk Chopin and Modlin. A

Beer

PlusBus runs from either to Białystok
several times a day, 3hr 30min journey
time, 45zł/€10. Trains from Warsaw
Central to Białystok (50zł/€11.20) take
2hrs 30mins. Białystok station is just
west of the walkable city centre, the
stadium far south. A network of BKM
buses covers the city, single tickets
3.60zł/€0.80, 24hr 12zł/€2.70. Moja
Taxi (+48 733 401 401) based at the
station have a set rate of 450zł/€100
from either Warsaw airport.

The main square, Rynek Kościuszki,
has classier terrace venues on one
side – the pub-like Sherlock Holmes,
craft-brew bar Browar attached to
the Royal Hotel – and contemporary
bars for a younger clientele on the
other. The Strych, a saloon-type
upstairs pub with TV sport, pool
and old cinema seating, is the
finest example. Alchemia is similar,
though more rock-oriented. On the
corner of Suraska, football-focused
and wantonly retro PRL Lux, its
name taken from a Communist-era
acronym, is a prime contender for
best bar in Białystok.
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Jagiellonia Białystok (jagiellonia.pl)
are a new force in the Polish game,
four top-five finishes between 2015
and 2019 pushing ‘Jaga’ in the same
bracket as Poznań and Wisła Kraków.
Yet before this current decade,
Jagiellonia had little experience at
this level, only climbing to challenge
Poland’s biggest clubs once the City
of Białystok, an industrious hub in
the far north-east, had taken over
the former Hetman Stadion to create
the contemporary, 22,000-capacity
Stadion Miejski.
The Municipal Stadium, set by
woodland in the far south of town, is
only part of the story, as Wschodzący
(‘Rising’) Białystok, a marketing
campaign to promote the city, has
been the club’s co-sponsors since
2011, when the new arena was
halfway through its lengthy rebuild.
Białystok has no airport, few tourist
attractions and little visual identity.
Jagiellonia, European competitors
five times since 2010, have taken
the Białystok brand to destinations
as diverse as Ghent, Greece and
Kazakhstan.
The striking colours of yellow and
red, taken from the city crest and
also used for the stadium, were not
the ones selected by the soldiers who
formed the club in the fiery days of

J A G I E L L O N I A B I A ŁY S T O K

Jagiellonia Białystok

Polish independence in 1920. This
team in black and white only knew
regional football for long decades
of obscurity but large crowds came
across once Białystok was on the map
and the novelty hasn’t worn off since.
Home fans fill the Słoneczna north
end of the ground, sectors 25-28,
away ones allocated upper sectors
39-42 (gate 2) in the nearest corner
of the Ciołkowskiego south end to the
main stand on the west side near a
sprawling market. Neutrals are best
placed in Prosta on the Wiosenna
side opposite, gate 4. All around is
semi-urban greenery – signs warn
motorists of bounding deer.

Transport

Several buses run to the stadium,
the quickest being the No.10 (every
15mins daytime Mon-Fri, every
30mins eve/Sat-Sun) from the station
via central Lipowa/Św Rocha, which

takes 10-15mins to reach Stadion.
From Sienkiewicz by the main market
square, the equally frequent No.8
takes 10mins to get to Stadion.

Tickets & shop

Tickets are distributed at the Jaga
Fan Shop at the Zielone Wzgórze
mall on Wrocławska south-west of
town. Outlets in the city centre include
the Gazeta Współczesna newspaper
office at Świętego Mikołaja 1 opposite
the Best Western Hotel Cristal and
several Kolporter press kiosks
– there’s one at Józefa Piłsudskiego
29 over the roundabout from the Hotel

Gołębiewski. Windows operate by
gates 4 and 6 at the stadium on match
days. It’s 30zł/€6.75 behind the goals
and in the corners (Łuk), 40zł/€9 in
Prosta on the sidelines. Centenary
souvenirs – frilly pennants, pen drives,
coffee mugs – can be found amid the
rows of red-and-yellow shirts in the
Jaga Fan Shop.

Bars

Of all Poland’s stadiums, Jagiellonia’s
has the fewest pre-match drinking
options nearby. The only outlets are
around the market behind the main
stand, where affordable Asian eateries

offer standard cheap dishes and soft
drinks. The Saigon is one – don’t
be fooled by the local Żubr beer
umbrellas, it’s a dry ship.
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GDAŃSK

Gdańsk
Between May 2018 and May 2019,
bustling Baltic port of Gdańsk was
selected to host the Europa League
final of 2020, then flagship club
Lechia came closest to winning their
first league title, before the 2018-19
campaign finished with a Polish Cup
triumph in the 96th minute.
Despite the city’s size and status,
Lechia rarely win silverware – in fact,
the club nearly went under in the
early 2000s. Former anti-Communist
leader, post-Communist Poland’s
first president and Lechia fan Lech
Wałęsa later helped ensure his home
town’s selection to co-host Euro 2012.
Regaining the Ekstraklasa in 2008,
Lechia left their modest pre-war
ground for the gleaming PGE Arena,
built for the tournament and since
renamed the Stadion Energa Gdańsk.
While its amber façade echoes the
city’s Baltic heritage, fans baulked at
the seats not being coloured Lechia
green and their substantial communal
voice won the day. Club name and
colours derive from Lviv, now Ukraine,
whose Polish citizens were expelled in
1945. The exiles moved into the ground
used by rival teams in the 1930s, when
Gdańsk was the Free City of Danzig,
primarily inhabited by Germans. Used
until 2011, the Lechia Stadion is now

main station, the four-star Scandic
Gdansk has a gym and top-class
restaurant. Nearby, towards the water
on Jana Hewellusza, the ibis and
Mercure Gdansk Stare Miasto contain
hundreds of upper mid-range rooms
in a convenient Old Town location.
There more waterside views from
the Hanza Hotel on Tokarska, plus a
lovely spa.
a semi-museum and training pitch,
stands and seats as green as green
can be.

Bearings

Gdańsk Lech Wałęsa Airport is
15km (9.5 miles) west of town, with
a train every hr to Gdańsk Główny
main station (journey time 25mins,
4.90zł/€1.10 from platform machines)
near the city centre. There’s also one
every 15mins to Gdańsk Wrzeszcz
(journey time 20mins) for the 5min
connection to Główny. Official Neptun
taxis (+48 196 86) charge about

Beer

65zł/€15 from airport to town. The
stadium is north of the city, easily
reached by tram on the ZTM network
also including buses, single ticket
3.80zł/€0.90, 1hr 4.40zł/€1, 24hr
14zł/€3.20. iTaxi Gdańsk (+48 737
737 737) are based near Wrzeszcz
station and should charge a nominal
fee for the quick hop from there to the
stadium, or across town.

Bed

Visit Gdańsk (visitgdansk.com/en)
has an excellent hotel database and
online booking. Just over the main

road from the stadium, the functional
but comfortable Hotel Arena Expo
offers breakfast with reasonable
rates and free parking. By the Główny

The two main streets for bars are
cobbled Długi Targ – home of pub-like
U Szkota, urban brew bar Piwnica
Rajców and whiskey-swigging Jack’s,
all football-friendly – and busy
Piwna, where the Red Light Pub is
more party-focused and the Browar
Piwna deals in craft beers. Attached
to the hotel of the same name on
Świętojańska, Zappio is a great bar in
its own right, a cellar overseen by the
redoubtable Kate, serving craft beers
and rare whiskies as a TV beams
match action.
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Open daily, the club shop on Pokoleń
Lechii Gdańsk distributes tickets, as do
several Kolporter newspaper outlets
(ID required) around town, including at
Karmelicka 1 by the train station. The
stadium ticket office opens 2hrs before
kick-off.
Prices fall into two categories, Strefa I
and II, behind the goals around 35zł/€8,
sidelines 45zł/€10.25. Around the store,
look out for badges and beer glasses
bearing the retro Lechia flag among the
green-and-white hooped shirts.

Lechia Gdańsk

Museum & tour

Polish Cup winners in 2019 when they
also came closest to taking the title
for the first time,
Lechia Gdańsk (lechia.pl/en) are
the country’s biggest club north of
Warsaw. Lechia’s roots, however, are
in Lviv, modern-day Ukraine, part of
Poland until 1939. The cradle of Polish
football, Lviv provided three of the 14
clubs in the inaugural Ekstraklasa
of 1917 – Lechia gained promotion in
1930 for a brief sojourn in the top tier.
With the expulsion of all Poles in 1945,
Lechia Lwów  name, green-andwhite colours, players and all  were
re-established in Gdańsk.
Already in place was a stadium, the
Jahnkampfbahn, where several clubs
played while the then-named city of
Danzig was mainly German-speaking.
This became the Gdańsk Stadion and

By the shop, the club museum
(5zł/€1.15) contains a wealth of
trophies and photos, though with little
documentation in English or Polish.
Tours (17zł/€3.85) are Polish-language
but 10zł/€2.30 allows you an inner view
of the stadium from a panoramic point
through gates 14/15.

staged Lechia’s post-war campaigns,
including the visit of Juventus, Platini.
Boniek, Rossi and all, in 1983. Before
Gdańsk co-hosted Euro 2012, Lechia
slipped down the divisions and their
revival coincided with the opening of
the PGE Arena, today’s Stadion Energa
Gdańsk.
Glowing amber of Baltic lore, with
42,000 seats of Lechia green, the
stadium was unveiled with a friendly

between Poland and Germany in
2011, almost exactly 72 years after
World War II started at Westerplatte
about 2km away. Arranged in two tiers
beneath a polycarbonate-plated roof,
the arena is divided into four colourcoded areas, green behind the north
goal for home fans, light blue opposite,
where away fans are allocated sectors
K and L in the south-east corner.
The T29 stadium bar, museum and
club shop are on the north-west side,

nearest Pokoleń Lechii Gdańsk parallel
to the railway lines.

Transport

Tram No.10 runs from the main
station, Dworzec Główny, nine
stops/9mins to Stadion Energa Gdańsk
every 10mins weekdays, 20mins30mins weekends, until late at night.
The No.7 follows the same route
but only during rush hour morning/
afternoon weekdays.

Bars

Named after the address of the old
ground on Traugutta, the T29 is one of
the finest stadium bars in Poland, two
floors of archive photos, murals and
TV screens, the tabletops covered in
sports papers from the 1970s. Tyskie is
served on draught, the kitchen turning
out burgers, wraps and ribs. Round the
east side of the arena, serving the fun
zone, the Racing Café offers Tyskie,
Lech and Grolsch on tap, plus standard
snacks.
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The site gdynia.pl has a database
of hotels, with many by or just in
from the sea. Top spot is the smart
Courtyard by Marriott Gdynia
Waterfront, superior rooms with
far-reaching Baltic views. Close to
the marina, the Mercure Gdynia
Centrum is a notch down but no less
well-located. The other side of the
Marriott, the mid-range Hotton has
that essential hotel accoutrement, a
bowling alley, while across Tadeusza
Wendy, the Blick is a solid three-star.
Century-old Willa Julia on the main
street to the seafront comprises ten
cheap, comfortable triple rooms for
single/double use.
Sportowy Arka (‘Maritime Union
Sports Club Ark’) emerged. Arka’s
home was the Stadion Ejsmonda,
today a tennis club in from the
waterfront on Juliana Ejsmonda.

Gdynia

KS Gdynia, who paved the way for KS
Kotwica (‘Anchor’) in the 1930s.

Arka won the Polish Cup in 1979.
When Bałtyk reached the Ekstraklasa
a year later, the derby Gdyni between
them became, briefly, a top-tier battle.
Bałtyk’s last season in the top flight
came in 1988 before the Stoczniowcy
(‘Shipyarders’) settled in the third and
fourth tiers.

One third of the Tricity along with
Gdańsk and Sopot, the port of Gdynia
on Poland’s northern coast developed
between the wars. Today’s Arka
Gdynia can trace their history back to
1929, although this antecedent was

The city’s main club, however, was
Bałtyk, formed in 1930 and based at
the shipyard. Second-tier in the 1960s
and 1970s, Bałtyk were playing at the
Stadion Miejski on ulica Olimpijska
long before Morski Związkowy Klub

The Stadion Miejski dates back to
1938 and staged Poland’s pre-season
friendly with Sweden in 1991. Arka
moved into the Miejski in 2000 before
it was knocked down to make way for
the current rebuild, opened in 2011.

In 2017, it co-hosted the European
Under-21 championships, in 2019, the
U-20 World Cup.

Bearings

Gdańsk Lech Wałęsa Airport is 27km
(17 miles) from Gdynia, connected
by regular direct train (journey
time 25mins, 4.90zł/€1.10). From
Gdynia Główny main station, the
centre is a short walk, the seafront
15mins. The stadium has its own
rail stop with an infrequent service
from Gdańsk airport, or head for
nearby Gdynia Redłowo, changing at
Gdańsk Wrzeszcz. For a local ZKM
bus, a single ticket sold at kiosks
is 3.20zł/€0.70, a 24-hour pass
13zł/€2.90. Gdynia-based Polska
Taksówka taxis (+48 537 018 536)
offer airport transfers for 80zł/€18.

Beer

Bars overlook the beach and the
line promenade behind it, where
you find the excellent Kandelabry,
a large terrace pub with TV sport, a
dozen draught beers and live music.
Alongside, on the main street to the
boardwalk, the pub-like Tawerna
Gdynia shows games and serves a
holiday crowd. On the jetty, Kapitan
Cook is more mainstream restaurant
than bar but has a TV.
Beach options are a little more upscale,
from the stylish Contrast to the
sprawling Port Browar, with its housebrewed beers, full menu, vintage
maritime travel posters and sea views.
Inland, on Zgoda on 3 Maja, Donegal is
the main Irish-style place in town.
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ARK A GDYNIA

Arka Gdynia
Twice Polish Cup winners, most
recently in 2017, Arka Gdynia (arka.
gdynia.pl) are enjoying a longish stint
in the top flight, having spent nearly
50 post-war seasons in the lower
divisions. Representing the busy port
of Gdynia, near Gdańsk, both formerly
part of the enclave of Danzig, Arka
can trace their history back to 1929.
Out of a myriad clubs with maritime
names – Kotwica (‘Anchor’), Marynarz
(‘Sailor’) and Rybacki (‘Fishing’)
among them – Arka (‘Ark’) emerged in
the early 1950s.

Category A games versus Gdańsk,
Legia and Poznań are 5zł/€1 dearer
across the board. Availability is never
a problem.
Yellow-and-blue souvenirs are
stocked at both stores, including
scarves and T-shirts related to the
club’s 90th anniversary in 2019.

Based at the Stadion Ejsmonda near
the waterfront, Arka enjoyed the
limelight in the late 1970s, winning
the Polish Cup and making one
European appearance, evidence of the
home leg with Beroe Stara Zagora of
Bulgaria decorating the walls of the
excellent stadium bar at the municipal
ground where Arka moved in 2000, the
Stadion Miejski.
Here Śledzie, the Herrings, have
played several unremarkable
Ekstraklasa campaigns, interspersed
by the demolition of the old ground
in 2009 and building of a new one,
opened in 2011 with a friendly match
against Beroe Stara Zagora.
With a capacity of 15,000, almost filled
for the derby with Gdańsk in 2017, the

Bars
sideline Trybuna Tory. Press and VIPs
have their own sections in the main
Trybuna Olimpijska.

Transport

stadium comprises the home Trybuna
Górka at the south end, Gosir at the
north, away fans allocated sector
F12 in one corner where it meets the

The Gdynia Stadion stop on the
regional and SKM train lines is
just north of the stadium, so handy
for away fans – but services are
infrequent. The nearest stop for more
regular trains is Gdynia Redłowo.
As your SKM or regional train pulls
in from Gdańsk, ahead on the left
is a footbridge, and you’ll see the

floodlights from there. Cross the road
at the roundabout and allow 7-8mins.

Tickets & shops

The two main outlets for advance
tickets are the Arka fan shop at ulica
Śląska 34, across the rails from the
station nearby, and the Fans Home
Arka store by the bar at the stadium.
For match-day admission, use the
windows on Olimpijska. It’s 23zł/€4.70
behind the goals in Trybuna Górka
or Gosir, 25zł/€5.10 in the Trybuna
Tory and 30zł/€6.15 in the Olimpijska.

Stadion Miejski is blessed with one
of Poland’s finest stadium bars, the
Olimpijska. A smart interior features
a whole wall of Arka history, framed
photographs and match posters
commemorating games with Gdańsk
and Beroe Stara Zagora in the 1970s,
though the many team line-ups down
the ages are sadly uncaptioned.
There’s a big TV screen over the bar,
where Lech, Tyskie and Książęce
are served on draught. Tables
outside catch the afternoon sun.
Also operating during the week, the
Olimpijska has no other competition
in the immediate vicinity.
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GLIWICE

Gliwice
In 2019, the industrial hub of Gliwice
became only the 11th city in Polish
football history to welcome home a
league title when flagship club Piast
crowned a near faultless play-off
run-in with the trophy. Four of those
triumphant towns lie in Silesia, Poland’s
coal-fuelled heartland, dominant in the
domestic game until 1989.
But Piast, named after medieval
royals, only reached the top flight in
2008. Formed by Poles fleeing Lviv in
modern-day Ukraine in 1945, the club
kept a mainly second-tier presence
while local rivals Górnik Zabrze and
Ruch Chorzów notched up title wins.
Even Pre-Piast, football was played
at Okrzei 20, north-east of town by
Lipowy Cemetery. Here VorwärtsRasensport Gleiwitz became Upper
Silesian champions in the German
league system of the 1920s, and
Silesian champions under the Nazis in
the 1930s. After World War I, citizens of
Gleiwitz had voted to remain in Germany
rather than join newly independent
Poland – the Jahn-Park duly opened in
the mid-1920s.
Through fusions and mergers – ‘Piast’
have undergone 21 (!) name changes
– Okrzei 20 has been home since 1956.
Shortly after Piast’s first top-flight
campaign, the pre-war stadium was

knocked down and the modern Stadion
Piasta, aka Stadion Miejski w Gliwicach
(‘Piast Stadium/Municipal Stadium
in Gliwice’) built on its site. The Piast
website calls the ground simply ‘Okrzei
20’.

Bearings

The nearest airport is Katowice 50km
(31 miles) away. An hourly ZTM AP1
bus from stand 3 takes 1hr 15mins
to reach Plac Piastów (5zł/€1.15)
near Gliwice station, on the city side
of the tracks. The stadium lies north,
also walkable. Katowice Airport
Taxi Service (+48 784 846 866) quote
(180zł/€45) to Gliwice. ZTM also run
local buses (3.20zł/€0.70). Radiotaxi
Sesame (+48 196 20) are based near
Piast Stadium.

Bed

The City of Gliwice website (gliwice.
eu) has a hotel database. Across
the main road from the stadium,
the Hotel Malinowski Economy has
smart rooms from around 135zł/€30,
and a handy bar/restaurant. Also on
this side of town, near the station on
Dąbrowskiego, the Mikulski is similar
in comfort and price, with a little
sauna and a pool table in the bar. On
the main street from the station to
the city centre, Zwycięstwa, the Hotel

Diament Economy offers old-school
affordable lodgings, the Diament Plaza
100m towards town a notch above.
Just over the water on Studzienna, the
mid-range Silvia Gold is a great find,
modern rooms, a decent restaurant
and the micro brewery Majer on-site.

Beer

Terrace venues line the main square
of Rynek, including the popular,
pub-like Hemingway, with TV sport
inside, and more bar-like Business

Pub. Nearby Koneser on Plebańska
specialises in Polish niche beers,
served in a cosy interior with a TV,
while football-focused Warka on bardotted Średnia is the Gliwice branch
of this nationwide brewery-run chain.
Don’t miss the Piwiarnia Stary Piast,
tucked away where Zwycięstwa meets
aleja Przyjaźni, by the Piast sports club
offices, black-and-white images of
local football history around the walls
and a mini beer garden on a leafy,
shaded terrace.
liberoguide.com 17
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PIAST GLIWICE

Sw Patryk

Piast Gliwice
2019 Polish champions Piast Gliwice
(piast-gliwice.eu) surprised many with
their strong, ultimately triumphant
play-off run-in to win a first title. The
club, formed by emigrés expelled
from former Polish Lviv in 1945, had
a patchwork history for the rest of
the 20th century, even blipping off the
radar entirely as recently as the 1990s.
The main change came in 2008-09
when the revived Piast reached the
Ekstraklasa for the first time, after
five promotions in six seasons, from
the seventh tier to the second. The
City of Gliwice assumed 51% of its
ownership and set about rebuilding
the ground that had stood by Lipowy
Cemetery since the 1920s. Also known
by its address – Okrzei 20 – as well as
Stadion Piasta and Stadion Miejski w
Gliwicach (‘Piast Stadium/Municipal

Stadium in Gliwice’), the new version
was created by the same team behind
the Benteler Arena in Paderborn,
Germany.
A compact ground of 10,000 capacity
done out in the club colours of blue
and red, the Piast Stadium comprises
four one-tiered stands up close to
the pitch, joined continuously apart
from the gap in the north-west corner
where visiting fans access sectors E-F
behind the north goal on Leśna. The
home end is nearest the cemetery on
Okrzei. The main stand, where you
also find the club shop and the car
park, is nearest the junction of Leśna
and Aleksandra Skowrońskiego.

Transport

From Gliwice station, it’s a relatively
easy 10-15min walk in the opposite
direction to the city centre. Head for
the Forum centre with the Carrefour
supermarket facing the station,

then head left up Lipowa at rightangles to the rail tracks. After about
500-600 metres, you come to the
Hotel Malinowski Economy, with the
cemetery, and stadium, over the main
road. The hourly No.676 bus runs
the four stops between the station
(Gliwice Dworzec PKP) and the
cemetery (nearby Gliwice Targowisko)
– you’ll find it on the city side of the
station, near the post office.

Tickets & shop

Tickets are distributed from the club
shop at the stadium, the sports hall

at ulica Jasna 31 south-east of the
city centre and the Salon Canal+
Premium outlet at the Forum
centre by the train station at Lipowa
1. Kiosks operate at the stadium
on match days. Prices start at
20zł/€4.50 in sectors G, O-S behind
each goal, increase to 30zł/€6.75
in sideline sectors D, K-N, T-U and
40zł/€9 for the best seats in A-B.
Among the blue-and-red
merchandise, you’ll find scarves
celebrating the title win of 2019 and
T-shirts showing the club’s first

line-up from 1945 and the iconic
date in gold.

Bars

Across the main road from the
cemetery, the terrace café/
restaurant at the Hotel Malinowski
Economy features a framed club
shirt and pool table inside. A few
houses along, Sw Patryk is part
traditional pub, part old-school
restaurant and part convivial
terrace, where standard dishes and
Żywiec beer are served on a quiet
street corner.
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In town, mid-range Pod Złotą Różą
on plac Moniuszki offers comfort and
convenience, while by Kielce station,
the Best Western Grand transforms
a classic railway hotel into a
business-friendly four-star. Behind on
Składowa, similar Qubus Kielce has a
gym and sauna.

Beer

Kielce
A major railway stop and
manufacturing centre halfway
between Łódź and Kraków, Kielce and
its football share a common Polish
history dating back to independence
after World War I. Unlike much of
Silesia and the Baltic coast, where
clubs and stadiums were instigated
and built by Germans, in this patriotic
corner of Poland the game grew out
of the factories that drove the local
economy.
Flagship club Korona Kielce were
formed in 1973 from a merger of Iskra
and SHL. Iskra had direct links to
the factory team Granat of the 1930s

– in fact, it’s the same factory on
Młynarska, making grenades before
the war and spark plugs after it. SHL
also had an industrial background.
The municipal stadium, home of
Korona, was opened by a military

training centre south of town in
1925. Expanded in 1939, the stadium
was offered to Partyzant in 1945,
the club formed in honour of local
partisans who had sabotaged Naziheld factories. Club and stadium
then became Błękitnych, involved
in fiery derbies with Korona in the
1990s. The rebuilt stadium, first
named the Kolporter Arena then after
sponsors Suzuki, staged England’s
group games for the 2017 Euro U-21
Championships.

singles around 60zł/€13). From
Kraków 190km (118 miles) away,
change at Kraków Główny (total
2.5hrs, 45zł/€10). From Katowice
150km (93 miles) away, head to
town –the train to Kielce is direct
(2hrs, 32zł/€7). Kielce station is just
west of town, up the main street of
Sienkiewicza. Yellow-and-red ZTM
buses run outside the pedestrianised
centre, single tickets 3.40zł/€0.75,
24hr/weekend 11zł/€2.40. Taxi Kielce
can be contacted on +48 41 33 44444.

Bearings

Bed

The nearest airports have no direct
links to Kielce by public transport.
From Warsaw Chopin 182km (113
miles) away, take the train to Warsaw
Zachodnia then change (total 3.5hrs,

Regional Świętokrzyskie
(swietokrzyskie.travel/en) has a
database of hotels. Part of the
surrounding sports complex with a
summer pool, the two-star Hotel

Its terrace anchoring the main
square, old-school Stary Browar,
established in 1767, has rows of
TV screens behind the bar. Next
door, Warka brewpub Brama 17
offers more terrace seating and TV
screens, while Plejada alongside
specialises in rare beers. On
Bodzentyńska, diagonally over
the square, a row of nightspots
includes lively CKM, a favourite
match-watching venue with player
appearances. The main faux Irish
pub is Shoemaker, in a courtyard
on Paderewskiego, off main
Sienkiewicza where nearby Garaż
wins out as best bar in town. Bigscreen sport, great beers, daily
changing cocktails, hulking burgers
and lovely service all combine beside
an actual garage – look out for the
white awnings and oil barrels.
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Stadion stands by the stadium, its bar
is the main pre-match drinking spot.
Walking distance away, the elegant
Willa Hueta, on Juliusza Słowackiego,
fills a century-old mansion with threestar rooms.
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KORONA KIELCE

Korona Kielce

Shops

The yellow-and-red Sklep Kibica (MonFri 9am-5pm, match-day Sat 10am2pm) sits on Ściegiennego behind
the main stand. Among the scarves
and shirts, you’ll find branded Korona
energy drinks and T-shirts showing the
city skyline. In town, the Korona Fan
Shop (Mon-Fri 10.30am-6pm) on Św
Leonarda off Rynek is run by ultras.

With roots going back nearly a
century, Korona Kielce (koronakielce.pl/en) are a 21st-century
phenomenon, the Złocisto-Krwiści
(‘Gold-and-Blood’) first making the
Ekstraklasa and Polish Cup final
shortly after being taken over by press
giant Kolporter in 2002.
Rebuilding the 90-year-old municipal
stadium in 2006, Korona were later
caught out for previous match-fixing,
but bounced back for this recent stint
in the top flight. For all the ups and
downs, this is very much a community
club, one formed from a merger in
1973 and whose older fan base is
more used to lower-league football.
A reasonably central location, easily
accessible from Kraków and Warsaw,
allows for decent away support in both
directions. Just as regulars from the
south Młyn end decamp in numbers to
Wisła and Legia, visitors here occupy

four sectors (C5D/G, C6 D/G) in the
north-west corner of the recently
renamed Suzuki Arena.
With a capacity is 15,500, all seated
but for the home terrace of 1,000plus, the then Kolporter Arena set
its record attendance of a full house
when Legia visited the year it opened,
2006. Set in greenery south of town,
with two large cemeteries stretching
beyond, the stadium features a hotel
and bar, a club shop and medical
centre. Press and VIPs are allocated
seats in the main stand parallel

to Ściegiennego, served by buses.
Neutrals are best placed in the other
sideline stand opposite along aleja
Legionów.

Transport

From Kielce station, bus No.34
runs every 15-30mins four stops
to Ściegiennego stadion until after
10pm. From Plac Artystów in town,
the No.103 heads to the stadium
every 45mins-1hr. It’s also an easy
walk, 15 minutes from the Basilica
straight down Jana Pawła II/
Ściegiennego.

Tickets

Of the many sales points in town,
you can pick up tickets at malls
such as the Galeria Echo (levels -1,
0 and +1) at Świętokrzyskie 20 and
Galeria Korona (unit 318, level +1)
at Warszawska 26. There’s also an
outlet at the train station and on
the main street, at Sienkiewicza
66. On match days, ticket offices
operate on Ściegiennego behind
the main stand. There’s a
straightforward pricing policy of
25zł/€5.50 everywhere but the
home end, Młyn, 16zł/€3.50.

Bars

The restaurant at the Hotel Stadion
operates during matches, allowing
fans to gather right by the stadium,
separated by a fence. Holba beer is
dispensed from the little bar inside,
a tap of Okocim pouring pints from a
stand on the back terrace. There’s a
TV inside, too, and a standard menu of
burgers and basic dishes. The other
nearby option is the Tyskie bar on the
corner of Mała Zgoda by the traffic
lights across Ściegiennego from the
cemetery, a white house with a beer
terrace.
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Kraków
Poland’s second city and busiest
tourist destination has welcomed
home the league title more times
than anywhere else. Surprisingly
overlooked as a host for Euro 2012,
Kraków perhaps didn’t try hard
enough to win the tender – visitors
have always flocked in droves to this
pretty, historic town.
With reference to the citys religious
heritage as Polands ecclesiastical
centre and former capital, Kraków
stages the Święta Wojna, the ‘Holy
War’, between Wisła and Cracovia,
the most venerable derby in the Polish
game. Each was formed in 1906 and
first played matches on Błonia, the
park west of town that separates the
clubs’ two stadiums today. Decades
later, Pope John Paul II held Mass
before huge crowds here, close
the Cracovia ground of his boyhood
affection. As Karol Wojtyła, the later
Pope played in goal for Catholic and
local Jewish teams.
At the time of their formation, Kraków,
and the surrounding region of Galicia,
was under Habsburg rule from
Vienna. An early promoter of sport
was Anglophile Professor Henryk
Jordan – the park that sits alongside
Błonia and the Wisła stadium are
named after him. Each main Kraków
club played friendlies against other

teams in the Habsburg Empire. In
similar spirit to Slavia in Prague, to
signify Polish independence Wisła
sported a white star, gaining the club
the nickname Biała Gwiazda.
This pioneering fortitude earned
Kraków a special place in Polish
sporting mythology. With Poland one
nation again after World War I, it
was fitting that Cracovia should win
the first football title, in a play-off
between the northern and southern
champions, in 1921. Kraków’s clubs
won five of six as soon as a national
league was formed in 1927.
Wisła attracted support from the
middle classes. Cracovia drew their
fans from small businessmen and
shopkeepers, earning themselves a
Jewish tag.
Krakow was the only major Polish
city whose buildings survived World
War II almost intact. While the rest of
the country was rebuilding, Wisła and

Cracovia shared four straight titles
from 1947.

their stadium, the main venue for the
Euro under-21 finals in 2017.

Considered bourgeois, Cracovia were
shunned by the post-war Communist
authorities and spent decades in the
doldrums.

Bearings

Wisła were quickest to adjust to the
free-market changes after 1989,
rebuilding their team and venerable
stadium, winning eight titles in 12
years, up to 2011. Cracovia, European
debutants in 2016, also reconstructed

Krakóws John Paul II Airport is
11km (seven miles) west of the city
centre, connected by train from the
terminus the other side of the car
park to the main station, Dworzec
Główny (every 30min, 17min journey
time, 9zł/€2) beside the city centre.
The official airport taxi
service charges a flat 69zł/€15.60 into

town unless you’re travelling under
10km, ie almost as far as the Wisła
stadium, when it’s 49zł/€11. Credit
cards are accepted.
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andel’s Cracow

MPK runs an efficient network of
trams and buses – the centre is
transport-free and walkable. Cracovia
is an easy stroll from town, Wisła
slightly further. Transport tickets, sold
from machines at main stops (notes
and coins) and on board (coins only),
are valid for trams and buses for
specific timed lengths of journey, from
2.80zł/€0.65 for 20min and up. Stamp
your ticket immediately, even for onboard purchases. iTaxi Kraków (+48
737 737 737) has a downloadable app.

Bed

Visit Kraków has a hotel database. On
the same street, Reymonta, as Wisła,
the lower mid-range Polonez has
49 rooms at under 300zł/€60 and
a restaurant, the Krakus. Near
Cracovia, along Piłsudskiego, the
four-star Ostoya Palace also contains
the Kuranty pub. A few houses closer
to town, the Fortuna is a tidy threestar in a late 19th-century building.
Overlooking the Vistula and still a
shortish walk from Cracovia, the

panoramic Niebieski Art Hotel & Spa
on Flisacka is comfort itself, with a
fine spread for breakfast.
Also close, on the ring road that
holds in Kraków’s historic centre,
the Radisson Blu at Straszewskiego
17 appeals to business visitors and
weekenders alike with its gym, sauna
and meeting spaces.
Typified by the four-star Wentzl
on the main square, stately hotels

fill baronial buildings around the
Old Town, such as the Grand on
Sławkowska, the Pod Różą on
Floriańska and the gorgeous Stary on
Szczepańska, where designers have
integrated two swimming pools within
medieval walls. Also on Floriańska,
the three-star Floryan is more
budget-friendly while still occupying a
16th-century building. It’s also a short
walk from the train station, where
you’ll find Vienna House andel’s
Cracow, contemporary and designerfriendly, with a spa, gym, bar and
restaurant.

Beer

Kraków is a fine, fine drinking
town, the historic centre and Plac
Nowy in Kazimierz awash with lateopening boozeries. Those in the Old
Town tend to be more mainstream
and tourist-friendly, some located
in cellars. The scene in Kazimierz is
more contemporary.

Bull Pub

Football-friendly pubs include
stalwarts Pod Papugami on
Świętego Jana and the English
Football Club on Mikołajska, where
the Bull Pub is a more recent arrival.
The 442 Sport Pub on Świętego
Tomasza is also new, and takes its
football seriously.
More Polish in feel, where sport is
screened but beer and music give
more focus, Enigma on Grodzka is
one of the busier and better cellar
bars while CK Browar on Podwale
is approaching 25 years of serving
microbrewed beers in beer-hall
surroundings. Bierhalle is the Kraków
branch of a Warsaw-based chain, with
own-brewed German-style beers, TV
football and a prime location on Mały
Rynek. Right on the main square, Vis
à Vis is one of those lovely old spots
you hope will still be there in years to
come, a little part of Poland deep in
tourist central.
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The cheapest seats, around
25zł/€5.70, are in the home end, the
D sectors. You’ll pay about 30zł/€6.80
in the I sectors behind the opposite
goal, and €45 zł/€10.25 in sectors
E/G either side of the VIP seats in the
main stand.

Wschodnia, nearest ulica Józefa
Kałuży, while away fans are allocated
sector J between the sideline Trybuna
Połnocna and Trybuna Zachodnia
behind the west goal.

Transport

Cracovia
With the exception of the 1920s,
there has never been a better time
to support Cracovia (cracovia.pl).
Finishing fourth in the league in 2019,
qualifying for a second campaign
in Europe in three years, Pasy (‘the
Stripes’) are playing at a rebuilt Józef
Piłsudski Stadium that staged the
Euro under-21 final in 2017.

For decades, Cracovia were very much
Kraków’s second club trailing behind
eternal rivals Wisła, the ‘Holy War’
derby between them as fierce as most
in Eastern Europe. Both were formed
in 1906, Cracovia winning Poland’s first
football title 15 years later. Cracovia
drew their fans from shopkeepers and
entrepreneurs, earning themselves a
Jewish tag. After a last title in 1948,
bourgeois Cracovia were sidelined
under Communism.

The club didn’t return to the top
flight until 2004, by which time their
stadium was nearly a century old.
The rebuild began in 2009, the new
ground occupying most of the plot
of the former Cracovia Stadium.
Holding 15,000, it comprises three
one-tiered stands and the main south
Trybuna Południowa of two tiers,
VIP seating and skyboxes. Hard-core
Cracovia support occupy sectors
D1-D2 in the the East Stand, Trybuna

The nearest tram stop to the stadium
is Muzeum Narodowe about 200
metres along aleja Focha, served by
the No.20 from Teatr Słowackiego
near the train station. Alternatively,
bus Nos.109 and 189 run one stop
from Muzeum Narodowe to Cracovia
Stadion, as does the half-hourly
express No.502, which previously calls
at Teatr Słowackiego.

Tickets & shop

Tickets and merchandise are sold
at the Punkt Obsługi Kibica, the Fan
Service Centre (Mon-Fri 10am-8pm,
Sat-Sun 10am-6pm), behind the East
Stand, Trybuna Wschodnia, on ulica
Józefa Kałuży. Match-day availability
should not be a problem except for the

Among the souvenirs, as an
alternative to the red-and-white
stripes, an ice-hockey top of redand-white hoops features that retro
club badge of a waving flag more
prominently. The logo also stands out
on the second-choice colour for the
football team, black.

Bars

Before you reach the stadium,
about 200 metres from the Muzeum
Narodowe tram stop back towards
town, the corner Pub Kuranty in the
Ostoya Palace Hotel where Józef
Piłsudskiego meets Retoryka serves
standard Polish beers and dishes in
a cosy interior with a screen beaming
matches. The two-floor stadium
restaurant, originally called Emocja,
operates as a regular sports bar/
eatery downstairs, open through
the week, while upstairs is a more
exclusive operation overlooking the
pitch on match days. Both are decked
out in Cracovia iconography, classic
black-and-white photos below,
framed shirts above.
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derby with Wisła when security will
be tight.
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Wisła Kraków
No club has won the Polish league
more times than Wisła Kraków (wisla.
krakow.pl), who looked as if they
would dominate the domestic game
when they won eight titles in just over
a decade into the new millennium.
What came afterwards cast a stain
on the legendary heritage of the
Biała Gwiazda, the White Star, Wisła’s
nickname dating back to Habsburg
times. A crew of hooligans who had
caused havoc on and off the terraces
in the 1990s took control of the
club from 2016 and all but led it to
bankruptcy. To the rescue came exWisła hero Jakub Błaszczykowski,
who not only played the last half of the
2018-19 season for free but put his
own money behind a salvage package
along with two associates. So far, no
other major backers have come in –
but Wisła’s future in the Ekstraklasa
is assured for now.
During the reign of terror, derbies with
near neighbours Cracovia, the socalled Święta Wojna, the ‘Holy War’,
became even more vicious – not least
because the balance of power was
shifting between these rivals of more
than a century standing.
Each was formed in 1906 and first
played matches on Błonia, the park
west of town that separates the

A Fan Card is not required but ID
wouldn’t be a bad idea. Expect to pay
around 35zł/€8 behind the goals and
in the corners (Trybuna B-D, F-G)
and around 50zł/€11.40 along the
sidelines in Trybuna A, E & H. For all
enquiries, email bilety@wisla.krakow.
pl. Availability on the day shouldn’t be
a problem.

clubs’ two stadiums today. With a
capacity of 33,000-plus, the Henryk
Reyman is more than twice the size
of Cracovia’s thanks to a long-term
rebuild completed in 2011. Unusually,
the stadium has ten terraces running
clockwise around the ground,
including Trybuna VIP/Prasowa (for
press) and Goście for visiting fans
in sectors G4-G5 in the South Stand
along aleja 3 Maja nearest Błonia. The

liveliest Wisła fans occupy Trybuna
C, the North Stand, along ulica
Reymonta. Trybuna B, D and F (for
families) are set in corners. Skyboxes
run along the two-tiered sideline
stands E and A/H, while behind each
goal is one tier of seating.

Transport

Frequent, late-running tram No.20
runs from Teatr Słowackiego near

Kraków main train station, through
the city centre, and arrives at
Reymana on aleja 3 Maja behind the
South Stand seven stops later.

Tickets & shop

Tickets are sold at the Strefą Kibica,
the Fan Zone (Mon-Fri 11am-7pm, Sat
11am-4pm, match days from 11am
to half-time) just inside Trybuna D at
the corner of Reymana and Reymonta.

At the shop alongside, red-and-blue
shirts, beach towels, even deckchairs,
all bear Wisła’s signature white
star. Note the coffee cups dedicated
to Kuba – nickname for Jakub
Błaszczykowski.

Bars

Apart from a couple of basic outlets
around the concourse behind the
North Stand on Reymonta, the main
venue is U Wiślaków alongside, a
bar/restaurant done out in Wisła
iconography, its side terrace
overlooking the back of the stadium.
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Bed

Łódź
A textile town often compared to
Manchester, with a fierce cross-city
rivalry dating back to the early 1900s,
Łódź (pronounced ‘Woodge’) was
always one of Poland’s most powerful
football hubs. In fact, given the fact
that four-time league champions
Widzew put paid to the European
hopes of Manchester City, Manchester
United, Liverpool and Juventus in six
golden seasons, you could argue that
their achievements have outshone any
other club in Poland.

Three promotions in as many years
allowed ŁKS to regain the Ekstraklasa
in 2019. Widzew, meanwhile, have
climbed from the fifth to the third tier.
The last derby between them took
place in 2016-17 – in the fourth flight,
but no less fiery.

Twice title-winners ŁKS pulled up few
trees in Europe, only managing to hold
eventual winners Manchester United
to a 0-0 draw in an early meaningless
home leg of the Champions League in
1998. Back then, Łódź was Poland’s
football capital, but recent years have
seen both clubs collapse financially
– ironically while new stadiums were
built for each.
Widzew, the district, the train station
and the football club, are in the east of
town. ŁKS, have always been based in
the west, their rebuilt Stadion Miejski
close to Kaliska station – the city’s

Bearings

chaotic railway links reflect the rapid
industrial boom under Tsarist Russian
rule, the population increasing
twentyfold in 50 years.

Łódź Airport is 6km (3.7 miles)
south-west of town. Every 30min-1hr,
bus No.65B runs to Kaliska station,
No.65A to nearby Mickiewicza,
each 15-20min journey time, close
to ŁKS. Swift city trams are part of
the same MPK transport network
(singles 3zł/€0.65, 24hr 12zł/€2.65,
machines on board, cards accepted),
many passing through the hub of
Piotrkowska Centrum. Trains from
Warsaw (1hr 30mins, 30zł/€6.50)
generally come into Widzew, change

Łódź Travel (lodz.travel.com/en) has
a database of hotels. Both on Łąkowa
a 10min walk from ŁKS the other side
of the flyover, the mid-range Focus
suits city breaks while the upscale
DoubleTree by Hilton Łódź has a pool
and gym. Nearby, smart Polish chain
Qubus occupies a prominent spot on
main aleja Adama Mickiewicza. On
the east side of city centre convenient
for Widzew from the tram stop
Piłsudskiego - Kilińskiego, the budget
Campanile Lodz has its own sports
bar while the Ambasador Premium
offers a pool, sauna and gym to its
four-star guests.

Beer

Bars line the main street of
Piotrkowska, from the Piotrkowska
Centrum tram stop to the Hotel
Grand. Along this one-kilometre strip,
you can hop from the hard-drinking
Legendary Jack’s Bar to the Germanstyle Bierhalle Esplanade with TV
football and a gallery of retro images
of Łódź, and then to the trendier
Fabryka Krawatów, also showing
match action. In between, the second
right up from Jack’s, a passageway
leads to the cubbyhole Football Pub,
decked out in obscure scarves (Sydney
Till I Die, Fraserburgh FC). Chic urban
bars lurk beyond, a dozen at least.
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there for Kaliska. A Taxi Plus (+48 42 6
500 500) from the airport should cost
around 35zł/€7.75.
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Bed

Łódź Travel (lodz.travel.com/en) has
a database of hotels. Both on Łąkowa
a 10min walk from ŁKS the other side
of the flyover, the mid-range Focus
suits city breaks while the upscale
DoubleTree by Hilton Łódź has a pool
and gym. Nearby, smart Polish chain
Qubus occupies a prominent spot
on main aleja Adama Mickiewicza.
On the east side of city centre
convenient for Widzew from the tram
stop Piłsudskiego - Kilińskiego, the
budget Campanile Lodz has its own
sports bar while the Ambasador
Premium offers a pool, sauna and
gym to its four-star guests.

ŁKS Łódź
A textile town often compared to
Manchester, with a fierce cross-city
rivalry dating back to the early 1900s,
Łódź (pronounced ‘Woodge’) was always
one of Poland’s most powerful football
hubs. In fact, given the fact that fourtime league champions Widzew put paid
to the European hopes of Manchester
City, Manchester United, Liverpool and
Juventus in six golden seasons, you
could argue that their achievements
have outshone any other club in Poland.
Twice title-winners ŁKS pulled up few
trees in Europe, only managing to hold
eventual winners Manchester United
to a 0-0 draw in an early meaningless
home leg of the Champions League in
1998. Back then, Łódź was Poland’s
football capital, but recent years have
seen both clubs collapse financially

Beer

– ironically while new stadiums were
built for each.
Widzew, the district, the train station
and the football club, are in the east
of town. ŁKS, have always been based
in the west, their rebuilt Stadion
Miejski close to Kaliska station – the
city’s chaotic railway links reflect the
rapid industrial boom under Tsarist
Russian rule, the population increasing
twentyfold in 50 years.

Three promotions in as many years
allowed ŁKS to regain the Ekstraklasa
in 2019. Widzew, meanwhile, have
climbed from the fifth to the third tier.
The last derby between them took place
in 2016-17 – in the fourth flight, but no
less fiery.

Bearings

Łódź Airport is 6km (3.7 miles)
south-west of town. Every
30min-1hr, bus No.65B runs to

Kaliska station, No.65A to nearby
Mickiewicza, each 15-20min journey
time, close to ŁKS. Swift city trams
are part of the same MPK transport
network (singles 3zł/€0.65, 24hr
12zł/€2.65, machines on board,
cards accepted), many passing
through the hub of Piotrkowska
Centrum. Trains from Warsaw
(1hr 30mins, 30zł/€6.50) generally
come into Widzew, change there for
Kaliska. A Taxi Plus (+48 42 6 500

Bars line the main street of
Piotrkowska, from the Piotrkowska
Centrum tram stop to the Hotel
Grand. Along this one-kilometre
strip, you can hop from the harddrinking Legendary Jack’s Bar to the
German-style Bierhalle Esplanade
with TV football and a gallery of
retro images of Łódź, and then to
the trendier Fabryka Krawatów,
also showing match action. In
between, the second right up from
Jack’s, a passageway leads to the
cubbyhole Football Pub, decked out
in obscure scarves (Sydney Till I Die,
Fraserburgh FC). Chic urban bars
lurk beyond, a dozen at least.
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500) from the airport should cost
around 35zł/€7.75.
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i Północnych do Macierzy (‘40th
Anniversary of the Return of the
Western and Northern Areas to
the Motherland’), it was here that
Zagłębie made their Ekstraklasa
debut and staged the campaigns that
resulted in two league titles, in 1991
and 2007.
That same year, the Górniczy, given
back its shorter name, made way for
today’s stadium alongside National
Road 3 that runs parallel to Poland’s
border with Germany.

Lubin
In Poland’s south-western corner,
Lubin is home to Zagłębie. Their
copper colours reflect the industry
that not only transformed the town
devastated by war but also the
club created in 1945. In a scenario
also played out in Gdańsk, Poles
fleeing Lviv, swallowed up by the
Soviet Union in 1945, formed expat

sports teams on newly reclaimed
territories. Germans, once in the
majority, were expelled, leaving
behind the sports facilities they
had put in place between the wars.
The Lübener Sportverein played
near the Baron Hotel on what was
Polkwitzer Chaussee, today’s ulica
Marii Skłodowskiej-Curie. Just over
the main road stands the Stadion
Zagłębia, contemporary home of the
Coppers, opened in 2010.

The club’s first iteration, OMTUR,
played initial games where the
sister Baron restaurant stands on
Tadeusza Kościuszki, a patch also
used by Lüben SV. The newly settled
Poles then moved to Odrodzenia,
near the train station, before the
Górniczy was built, beside today’s
stadium, in the 1970s.
Rebuilt a decade later as the Stadion
40-lecia Powrotu Ziem Zachodnich

Bearings

Copernicus Airport in Wrocław
is 103km (64 miles) south-east of
Lubin, linked by an infrequent Flixbus
service (1hr journey time, 30zł/€6.60).
The train from Wrocław Główny
(50zł/€11) in town also takes 1hr.
Lubin bus station is north of the small
town centre, the stadium north-west
a 10-15min walk away. Trains arrive
10-15min west of town – the stadium
has its own underused station one

Across the main road from the
stadium, the mid-range Hotel Baron
has a convenient bar/restaurant
with a terrace. In a residential block
alongside, the Martiz offers modest
but cheap lodgings in a converted flat.
Two bus stops from the stadium on
main Hutnicza, the lovely Skarbek,
named after an underground spirit,
has a gym and sauna. Between the
bus station and hub of bars on Armii
Krajowej, the friendly, comfortable
Villa Cuprum is overseen by Amelia,
whose paintings decorate the
guestrooms. Breakfast is taken in the
Moroccan restaurant downstairs.

Beer

The best bars are found beside
revamped industrial buildings on
Armii Krajowej, particularly the
wonderful Coolturka Pub, with TV
sport, a beer garden and front terrace.
Alongside, the Bar Seta i Galareta is a
weekend-only, (very) late-night party
spot for TV football and DJs. Tucked in
behind, Peerel has its retro vibe down
pat, right down to Perła beer at 1980s’
prices. Over by the Cuprum Arena,
terrace bar Euforia stocks numerous
vodkas – behind the mall, the rustic
Gospoda Zamkowa and its lovely
courtyard overlooks parkland.
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stop away. Local PKS buses (single
3.80zł/€0.85) serve Lubin. Radio-Taxi
Lubin (+48 609 66 96 26) are based
near the stadium.

POLAND 2019-20 Zagłębie Lubin
www.liberoguide.com/zaglebie-lubin

Stadion Zagłębia built in its place,
opening in 2009.

Twice champions of Poland, thrice
Polish Cup finalists, Zagłębie Lubin
(zaglebie.com) play in copper, whose
discovery in the late 1950s changed the
fate of the club and town it represents.
Formed by young Poles fleeing Lviv,
now in Ukraine, to settle here in 1945,
the former OMTUR changed names
several times before settling on Górnik
(‘Miner’) in 1960.

Holding 16,000 copper-coloured seats,
set in a great swathe of open ground,
the stadium is rarely more than a
third full, away fans allocated section
D in the north-west corner. The most
passionate Zagłębie followers occupy
the klub kibica south G end, more
home supporters in the north C end
opposite. Neutrals are best placed in
the East Stand, sectors E1-E3, F1-F3.
Press and VIPs sit opposite, in the Main
Stand.

Similarly, when a football stadium was
eventually built in 1972, allowing the
club to leave athletics ground OSIR,
it was called the Górniczy. By then,
Górnik had become Zagłębie, the
name for the basin that contained the
precious copper. In the spring of 1985,
the stadium was rebuilt, just in time to
witness Zagłębie’s first promotion to
the top tier.
Profits from trading in the postCommunist economy allowed Zagłębie
to keep the likes of international
midfielder Adam Zejer and win a
first title in 1991. After the high point
of a visit by Milan – Maldini, Baggio,
Boban and all – in 1995, the Coppers
stayed in contention until another
successful title run coincided with
another stadium rebuild. In 2006-07,
with later Dortmund star Łukasz
Piszczek playing up front, Zagłębie won
a second league crown, shortly before
the Górniczy was demolished and the

ZAGŁĘBIE LUBIN

Zagłębie Lubin

Transport

Bus services to the stadium are
infrequent – the No.7 runs every 2030mins from the train station to the
Stadion stop by the underpass on
main National Road 3. From the main
bus station, it’s a 15min walk up Marii
Skłodowskiej-Curie, veering left at the
roundabout. Lubin Stadion rail station
is hardly used – a taxi (about 13zł/€3)
from the main train station easiest.

Tickets & shop

The three outlets for advance sales are
all in the Cuprum Arena mall in town:
at the Salon Empik, the Kolporter press
outlet and the main Zagłębie club shop,
on the second floor in a hub of sports
stores. The kiosks at the stadium open
2hrs before kick-off. It’s 18zł/€4 behind
the goals in sector G and F1, 22zł/€5
in sideline sectors E2-E3/F2-F3 and
28zł/€6.20 in A1/A2 beside the VIP seats.

Black is the change colour amid all the
bright copper-tinted replica shirts. The
70 Years of Zagłębie anniversary book is a
lovely, well-illustrated edition.

Bars

Across the main road from the stadium,
the Hotel Baron has a handy bar/
restaurant with a covered terrace.
Inside the plain bar, a large tap of
Żywiec satisfies most fans pre-match,
with a selection of mainly Polish brands
by the bottle in the fridge. There’s a TV,
too. There’s nothing else in the vicinity,
not even a shop.
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club, later named Żeglarz (‘Sailor’),
then Stoczniowiec. Ties to the recent
past remained strong – in 1969, a
local tournament was staged on the
25th anniversary of Liberation, Wisłą
beating Żeglarz in the final.

Bearings

Płock
Just west of Warsaw on the Vistula,
Płock is home to Wisłą, winners
of nearly 20 Polish league crowns
and cups. That’s the handball team,
whose modern Orlen Arena is over
the road from the distinctly old-school
Kazimierz Górski Stadium, named
after the famous national team coach
of the 1970s.

Its tenants Wisłą, the football team,
have two trophies in the boardroom,
both dated 2006, the Polish Cup and
the Polish SuperCup. Due to be rebuilt
from 2020 onwards, their ground was
opened in 1973, when Wisłą’s needs
were modest. Formed in 1947 as it
says on the club badge, the former
Elektryczność, later Petrochemia,
Płock, their previous names illustrating
key local industries, stayed firmly in the
lower divisions until the 1990s.

Back then, the big match was
the derby with Stoczniowiec, the
shipyard team from Radziwie across
the Vistula, where this now localleague club is still based. The pitch
on Kolejowa first saw action in 1944
when separate teams of Polish
workers, French POWs and German
guards played matches despite
the unspeakable horrors unfolding
across town. After the war, these
former Polish activists formed a

Warsaw Modlin and Chopin airports
are 65km (40 miles) and 95km (59
miles) away respectively. From Modlin,
a direct Flixbus (around 20zł/€4.50)
takes 1hr 10mins. From Chopin,
take the train to town, then head for
Młociny at the end of the M1 metro
line. From the bus station there, a
Flixbus takes 1hr 45mins to Płock
(around 20zł/€4.50). Trains from
Warsaw usually require at least two
changes. Płock train and bus stations
are north of town a 15min walk away.
The stadium is west, along winding

Near the station on the road to the
stadium, contemporary Hotel 1
comprises 18 neat three-star rooms
and offers excellent breakfasts.
There’s also a lodging at the station,
the Green Hotel, similar in price
and standard, only green in colour
scheme. On the stadium side of
town, the Petropol caters to business
travellers while further along aleja
Stanisława Jachowicza, the three-star
Hotel Płock has a sturdy, old-school
feel. For Vistula views and notchabove comfort, opt for the Tumski or
Starzyński, both on Piekarska parallel
to the river.

Beer

The main square and pedestrianised
Grodzka leading off it have options
a-plenty, terrace bar/restaurants
such as Browar Tumski and Gospoda
on one, beer-focused spots such as
Zachęta and TV-equipped Karczma
Pod Strzechą on the other. Where
square and street meet, the stylish
Antrykot Steakhouse has two large
TVs inside, plenty of Czech Kozel beer
and, of course, meat. Part pizzeria,
part party bar, the Stacja Warka on
Tumska is also sport-focused.
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main Frederyka Chopina/Narodowych
Sił Zbrojnych. KM buses serve the
city, single journey 3.60zł/€0.80, 24hr
13.60zł/€3. Based near the stadium,
Elf Radio Taxi Płock can be contacted
on +48 720 588 588.

POLAND 2019-20 Wisła Płock
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Wisła Płock
There’s more than one Wisłą in Poland.
The river, Vistula in English, that runs
from the Baltic to the southern border,
lends it name to the football club in
Płock as well as in Kraków – but there
the similarities end. Wisłą Płock
(wisla-plock.pl) are about to have their
modest ground, the Kazimierz Górski
Stadium, demolished, one of the last
in the Ekstraklasa to date from the
Communist era.
Back in 1973, when it was built,
Nafciarze (‘the Oilers’) were
just another lower-league team
with industrial backers. As freemarket money came into the local
petrochemical business, so Wisłą rose
up to the second tier then, in 1994, the
Ekstraklasa. Within a decade, Europe.
The high point came in 2006, with
Polish Cup and SuperCup wins. Since
then, the Oilers have slipped back
down, even as far as the third tier, but
are now well enough established in the
top division for the City, which owns
both club and stadium, to set aside
more than 160 million złotys (€35
million-plus) in rebuilding this relic.
For the time being, the Kazimierz
Górski – named after the most revered
coach Polish football, who took the
national team to Olympic gold in 1972
and the World Cup semi-final in 1974
– consists of siedziska kryte and

siedziska odkryte down each sideline,
covered and uncovered seating, the
Trybuna Zachodnia and Wschodnia
respectively, West and East Stands.
Just over 9,000 of the almost 11,000
seats – including away fans in Sector E
– are open to the elements. The areas
behind each goal are empty, a situation
that should change given the 15,000
capacity planned for the new ground,
set for completion in 2022.

Transport

There are bus connections between
station and town, and town and
stadium, but not between station
and stadium. It’s either a 15min
walk along winding main Frederyka
Chopina/Narodowych Sił Zbrojnych,
turning right out of the station, or a
short taxi journey, probably no more
than 14zł/€3. From town, bus Nos.3
and 22 run from opposite Petropol
Hotel to Siennickiego 2 by the
stadium, every 15mins weekdays,

every 30mins weekends. Again, it’s a
15min walk, 14zł/€3 by taxi.

Tickets & shops

It’s 25zł/€5.50 under cover in the
Trybuna Zachodnia, 20zł/€4.40 in
the open Trybuna Wschodnia – until
work starts on it at some point in
2020. Pay on the day, from the huts
by the main gates. For advance sales,

try the club shops at the stadium
(Mon-Fri 8am-4pm) and Mazovia mall
(Wyszogrodzka 127, 1st floor, Mon-Sat
9am-9pm) east of town. As for the
replica tops, blue shirts with white
collars, and second-kit white shirts
with blue collars, contrast with the
third choice of stark black. Wisłą are
another Polish club to have gone in for
branded energy drink.

Bars

The modest match-day beer outlets
on each corner of the south end of
the stadium will surely disappear with
the rebuild. The Ł34 restaurant by
the Wisłą shop caters to club/stadium
staff, operating weekday lunchtimes.
A shame, as TVs and framed shirts
would provide a suitable backdrop on
match days.
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Poznań
Euro 2012 co-host Poznań is one
of only four Polish cities where
more than one local club has lifted
the league crown. Seven-time title
winners Lech are regular European
competitors. Traditional rivals Warta
were founder members of the Polish
league in 1927 and winners in 1929.
The Derby Poznania between them
has been staged surprisingly few
times, ten in the five seasons when
both were in the top flight, ten in the
five seasons of mutual second- or
third-tier football. The last one was
back in 1994-95.
Standing on the city’s south-western
outskirts, home of Lech and the
Poznan, a celebration of communal
bouncing by fans with their backs
to the pitch, the Stadion Miejski
witnessed Ireland’s defeats to Croatia
and Italy in 2012, as well as five
Poland internationals since 2010.
But the Biało-czerwoni played twice
as many times at the Edmunda
Szyca, Warta’s ground south of town
opened in 1929 and shared by Lech
in the 1970s when record crowds of
60,000 were set. As recently as 1980,
Zbigniew Boniek and Kenny Dalglish
starred for Poland and Scotland here.
After it closed in 1995, Warta moved
over to the Droga Dębińska next door,
a fenced-off tunnel behind it allowing

app – expect to pay 35zł/€8 from the
airport to town, about half that to the
stadium.

Bed

a peek at its overgrown predecessor.
With Warta’s rise to the second tier,
the Greens have recently been playing
in Grodzisk Wielkopolski 50km
away, where Manchester City took on
Groclin in 2003.

Bearings

Poznań–Ławica Airport is 5km (three
miles) west of town, 3km (1.25 miles)
north-west of the Stadion Miejski.

From outside Arrivals, bus No.159
runs every 15-20mins to transport
hub Rondo Kaponiera in town, then
to Poznań Główny station, journey
time 15-20mins. Tickets (4zł/€0.90 for
15mins, 15zł/€3.40 for 24hrs) are sold
from machines (cards accepted) by
stops (validate on board) and on most
vehicles. Trams to the stadium run
on the same ticket system. Poznań
Taxi (+48 618 519 519) has its own

Five minutes from the Stadion Miejski,
the conference Hotel IOR on ulica
Węgorka comprises 68 standard
rooms from 188zł/€43 a night. Across
Grunwaldzka and almost as close, the
Gromalda on Babimojska is similar in
scope and price.
Near the station, the Sheraton
Poznan offers a heated pool and 24hour gym along with five-star rooms.
Close by on Gajowa, homely Gaja is
an affordable mid-range option and
a short walk away and by the tram

stop for the stadium, the prominent
Mercure Poznan Centrum on
Roosevelta has a sauna, gym and 228
rooms.

Beer

While tourists gather on the terraces of
the pretty main square, at places such
as Whisky in the Jar, the Columbus
Pub and the Londoner Pub, locals
prefer bars on and off Święty Marcin,
such as the wonderful Cooliozum,
sports bar and student-friendly
drinkery, and the Drevny Kocur, a
contemporary Czech beerhouse with
a garden and TV football. Further
along, within the Imperial Castle, The
Dubliner is a long-established Irish
pub with live music.
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Tickets & shops

Tickets are sold on the main
concourse at the stadium (Mon-Fri
10am-5pm, Sat 10am-3pm), but not
on match days during the season’s
promotion round. There are several
other outlets around town, including
the Lech store at unit 262 on the
second floor of the Avenida mall at
the station. The little Tifo outlet by
the Cooliozum sports bar on Święty
Marcin is another option. Polish
nationals must arrange a Fan Card on
the spot, foreigners should bring ID.

Lech Poznań
The railwaymen of Lech Poznań
(lechpoznan.pl) – an old locomotive
bearing the club badge is a popular
selfie spot outside the Stadion
Miejski – found major success in
both the late Communist and postCommunist eras. With the highest
average Ekstraklasa gate in 2018-19,
and drawing support from across
the Wielkopolski region, Lech
hsave caused the odd surprise in
Europe. Examples include a 3-1 over
Manchester City, whose fans then
adopted the local terrace tradition of
jumping up and down in unison facing
away from the pitch, aka the Poznan,
and, further back, taking Johan
Cruyff’s Barcelona to a penalty
shoot-out.
Lech can attract players such as
Robert Lewandowski – whose goals

You’ll pay around 35zł/€8 behind
the goals in II and IV Trybuna,
45zł/€10.25 for a place nearer the
corners in sideline I and III Trybuna,
where better seats are 55zł/€12.50.
The main stadium store behind III
Trybuna stocks a full range of blueand-white merchandise.
helped them win the sixth of seven
titles in 2010 – and the clash with
currently dominant Legia Warsaw is
considered the Derby of Poland, such
is its importance. Wisła Kraków may
have fallen away but Lech remain
consistent, rarely out of the top five.
With a capacity of 43,000, the
Municipal Stadium is the thirdbiggest league ground in Poland.
First opened in 1968 and expanded

in 1980, it was gradually rebuilt over
the decade before Euro 2012. The
Koscioł, the ‘Cauldron’ where all
the Poznanning is done, moved to
the three-tiered II Trybuna nearest
Węgorka on the south-west side
– note that stands are designated by
Roman numerals rather than points
of the compass. Visiting supporters
are segregated into a third of IV
Trybuna nearest the main stand,
I Trybuna, in lower sectors J1, K1

and L1, and upper ones M2, N2, O2,
and smaller ones squeezed right in
the corner depending on demand.
Nearest to the tram stops, sports
bar, shop and ticket outlets, sideline
III Trybuna provides convenience for
the neutral.

Transport

Stadion Miejski has its own tram
stop on several routes, most notably
the No.6 direct from the station nine

Bars

There are no bars around the ground
– fans wander around the concourse
drinking their own beer. A few
convene for drinks outside the Döner
Kebab House over the main road. At
the stadium, by the club shop, the
spacious, lively, TV-lined Sports Bar
12 serves Lech beer, burgers and
steaks, a row of old club shirts set
against the bare brick.
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stops/13mins away and the Nos.13
and 15 from central Rondo Kaponiera
seven stops/10mins away.
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Szczecin
Right by the German border, the port
of Szczecin has been a presence in
the Polish top flight for almost half a
century without flagship club Pogoń
bringing any silverware home to
this far north-western corner of the
country.
Pogoń Szczecin share a similar
history to their Baltic rivals Lechia
Gdańsk, both formed by Poles fleeing
Lviv in 1945 to settle in areas forcibly
vacated by Germans. Prior to the
inaugural Ekstraklasa in 1927, Pogoń
Lwów had been four-time national
champions.
Over in distant Stettin, Russian
prisoners-of-war were being put to
work filling a gravel pit west of the
city centre, converted into a football
pitch and opened in 1925. Stettiner
SC thrice won the Pomeranian
league in the 1930s, VfL Stettin once,
in 1940. VfL had been part of the
gymnastics club based at the ground
built by those Russian POWs.
A century later, the City is rebuilding
the stadium named after a longterm Pogoń youth coach. The Florian
Kryger is also called the Paprikana,
after a local fish paste, paprykarz
szczeciński, and, until its current
reconstruction, was an uneven
horseshoe. Benches provided

Bed

seating, a first back then, allowing
several Polish internationals to be
staged here.
Pogoń nearly went under in 2006
when millionaire owner Antoni
Ptak filled the team with homesick
Brazilians and moved the training
ground 500km away. Portowcy,
the Dockers, emerged from legal
tangles and enforced relegation
as Poland prepared for Euro 2012
with stadium modernisation. The

archaic Paprikana was quaint but
moribund. As Pogoń climbed back to
the Ekstraklasa, debate raged over
creating four stands as opposed to
the three of the wonky horseshoe.
Long-suffering fans won out and
a 365zł-million/€80-million arena
should be ready by 2022.

Bearings

Szczecin-Goleniow Airport is 45km
(28 miles) north-east of town. A PKS
bus leaves for Szczecin bus station

(15zł/3.40), 45mins journey time)
20mins after planes land. From
town, buses set off 2hrs 15-30mins
before departures. Berlin is 180km
(112 miles) away by train (2hr journey
time, €30-€40) and Flixbus (2.5hr
journey time, €8-€10). Szczecin bus
and train stations are south-east
of town, served by ZDiTM trams
and buses (singles 2zł/€0.45, 24hr
12zł/€2.70 from machines). Taxi
Szczecin (+48 600 63 30 30) quote
130zł/€29 from the airport.

Near the tram stop for the stadium,
stablemates Novotel and ibis on the
corner of 3 Maja/Dworcowa are a
business-friendly four-star and smart
two-star respectively, one with a pool
and terrace restaurant, the other with
a 24-hour bar. Partly overlooking the
Oder on Małopolska, the mid-range
Polish chain Focus offers comfort and
convenience while the snazzier Zamek
on nearby Panieńska is backdropped
by the castle it’s named after.

Beer

Either side of focal Plac Brama
Portowa, the Nowy Browar fills a
former freemasons’ hall with rows of
TV screens and vats for the four types
of house brews, while the Irish Pub
Dublin offers cocktails and superior
food with screened sport. Fan bar
the Kicker Pub on Nowy Rynek goes
big on darts and scarves, with three
screens and bottled beer.
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Transport

The stadium is near the Karłowicza
stop on two tram lines, No.5 from
Plac Rodła/Plac Grundwaldzki and
No.7 from Brama Portowa and Plac
Zawiszy near the train station. Allow
15-20mins. Head left into Karłowicza,
then down to the end.

Tickets & shops

Pogoń Szczecin
Seventh in the all-time Polish league
table ahead of previous title-winners
Śląsk Wrocław and Widzew Łódź,
Pogoń Szczecin (pogonszczecin.pl)
took their name from the club in Lviv
where the founding members lived
until 1945. One of several to have
originated in the cradle of Polish
football, claimed by the Soviet Union
in the aftermath of World War II,
Pogoń were set up in what was, until
the redrawing of borders after the
conflict, part of Germany.

First called Sztorm, then Zwiazkowiec,
then Kolejarz, Pogoń regained their
name and colours, and achieved toptier status, in the later 1950s. They
had also moved into a sports ground
built by their German predecessors
in the early 1920s, today the Florian
Kryger Stadium. Set atop a vast
mound of gravel filled in by Russian
POWs during World War I, the ground
was formed in a horseshoe with
the east side open, stands built at
different levels to account for the
uneven terrain. Whereas other main
stadia in Poland were vast grey bowls
hewn under Socialism, Pogoń’s quaint

While the ground is being rebuilt,
tickets at 25zł-30zł/€5.60-€6.70
allow access to the North Stand, the
Trybuna Północna. These are sold at
the Fan Shop (Mon-Fri 10am-5pm, Sat
10am-2pm) by the main entrance, and
the Pogoń outlet on the second floor
of the Galaxy mall (aleja Wyzwolenia
18-20) in town. Look out for the
paprykarz szczeciński, cans of fish
paste branded in club colours.

home had characters – and, in fact,
seats, a rarity at the time.
Adapting to the free-market economy
proved tricky, and Pogoń were
rescued by a capricious sugar daddy
whose strategy was to recreate Rio in
Pomerania. The fact that the ground
was nicknamed the Paprikana after
a local spread was pure coincidence
– Brazilians were shipped over to don
the storied maroon and blue, with
disastrous results.
Now back in the Ekstraklasa and
owned by the City, Pogoń will soon

Archivum Art Bar

be playing in a new four-stand arena
on the same site. For the time being,
capacity is just over 4,000 during
construction – after 2022, home
fans in sectors 11-12 of the Trybuna
Zachodnia will almost certainly
stay behind the west goal. Visiting
supporters, once allocated sector
23 in the north-eastern corner, will
probably move to the new East Stand

Bars

Two stops before Karłowicza on the
No.5 tram at Bohaterów Warszawy,
the Archivum Art Bar (Jagiellońska
70A) welcomes fans with TV screens
and domestic beers on tap. Round the
corner in a courtyard, the basement
Olimpic Bilard Klub is lined with
snooker tables and TVs, plus a boxing
machine if required. Nearer the
ground, supporters also meet at the
Piwiarnia on Grzegorza z Sanoka, near
the Poniatowskiego tram stop.
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alongside Twardowskiego. For 201920, only the northern side is open,
sectors 16-23.

POLAND 2019-20 Wrocław
www.liberoguide.com/wroclaw

Bed

Just over a little stream from the
stadium, the ibis budget Wroclaw
Stadion offers 122 budget rooms set
back from the main road, an easy
option of a match night. You’ll find
another ibis, the Wroclaw Centrum,
among the cluster of hotels around
the station, as well as the olderschool three-star Sofia right
opposite. The next building along,
the two-star Piast offers affordable
convenience. For something a little
classier in the historic centre, the
Qubus near the main square lays
on a pool, sauna, gym and four-star
lodgings.

Wrocław
Wealthy Wrocław built the most
impressive, and biggest, of Poland’s
club stadiums for Euro 2012, the
Stadion Miejski, out by the ring
road on the city’s far north-western
outskirts. The home of 2012 Polish
champions Śląsk Wrocław, the arena
provides the de facto capital of Silesia
(‘Śląsk’) with a sporting showcase
for the first time since the Olympic
Stadium was opened in the late 1920s.
Renovated by the Nazis a decade
later, the ground holds a special place
in German football lore. Today. the
Stadion Olimpijski in the far northeast of town is a major speedway
stadium. Initial plans called for its

Beer
Oporowska in Grabiszyn south-east of
town hosted domestic fixtures.

rebuild instead of creating an entirely
new arena across town for the Euros.
Formed when Wrocław again became
part of Poland after the war, the city’s
flagship club was renamed Śląsk
in 1957. European games, such as
against Liverpool in 1975, took place
at the Olimpijski, the modest Stadion

The opening of the Stadion Miejski in
2011 elevated the city to a new level
of prominence. Although at European
club level, Śląsk have welcomed few
marquee names to the new arena,
Poland attract decent crowds for
international friendlies here, often
surpassing 40,000.

Bearings

Copernicus Airport Wrocław is
10km (six miles) south-west of the

centre. The WRO Airport Express bus
(pay driver 11zł/€2.30 cash or card)
runs every 50mins to central plac
Dominikański then the main train/bus
stations (journey time 30mins) 1km
south of town.
City bus No.106 (3.40zł/€0.75 from
the machine) runs every 15mins
and takes 40mins to reach the train
station, Wrocław Główny, south of
town. A short journey by tram or
bus in town is 2.40zł/€0.55, a 24hr
pass 11zł /€2.50. From the airport,
Miejskie Taxi (+48 787 088 099) charge

The main square of Rynek and
adjoining one of plac Solny are lined
with bars, starting with slightly
identikit Pub Guinness and savvy,
contemporary Kombinat alongside,
with a TV. A few paces across plac
Solny by the Town Hall, bare-brick
Spiz offers its own beer in historic
surroundings. All these have terraces,
as has Irish chain Whisky in the
Jar over on Rynek. Across Rynek, U
Beatki is a real football hangout – see
Śląsk Wrocław for details. Don’t miss,
either, The Winners Pub on Pawła
Włodkowica, a decent sports bar with
a lived-in feel a short walk from the
tram for the stadium.
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about 50zł/€11 into the city centre,
30zł/€7 to the stadium.

POLAND 2019-20 Śląsk Wrocław
www.liberoguide.com/slask-wroclaw

Śląsk Wrocław

Bottle-green, red and white shirts,
scarves and T-shirts hang in both
shops and at the Sklep Kibica, plac
Nowy Targ 24 in the city centre.
Look out for the ‘Legends’ series of
T-shirts, featuring a classic retro
photograph of a star from the past
with his autograph embossed over it.

Twice champions of Poland, Śląsk
Wrocław (slaskwroclaw.pl) were
formed after the war, when the main
city of Silesia (‘Śląsk’) became Polish
once more. Based at the basic Stadion
Oporowska and playing showcase
fixtures at the Stadion Olimpijski, this
former army side gained a following
and a first league title in the 1970s.
Following relegation and near
collapse in the early 2000s, Śląsk
bounced back under the ownership
of a newly buoyant local municipality,
who also backed and still oversee the
new arena built for Euro 2012, the
Stadion Miejski, on the city’s northwestern outskirts.
A month before the tournament
started, Śląsk won a second
championship thanks to goals

Bars
from Latvian international Artjoms
Rudņevs, soon transferred to the
Bundesliga. Now based at the
largest league ground in Polish club
football, the Silesian side remain
hugely popular but haven’t put in a
credible challenge for the title since.
Games against Zagłębie Lubin and
Wisła Kraków remain fierce, with
heightened security.

games, red and white for Poland
internationals, comprises four
three-tiered stands. The home end is
Trybuna B nearest ulica Królewiecka
while away fans are allocated a corner
of Trybuna D opposite (sectors 127,
225-228, 325-328), nearest main ulica
Lotnicza from town. Press and VIPs sit
in Trybuna A, nearest aleja Śląska.

20mins to reach Stadion Wrocław
(Lotnicza), services operating until
around 11pm at least. If you’re
arriving into town by rail, trains run
from Wrocław Główny every 1-2hrs
to Wrocław Stadion (journey time
12mins), connected to the stadium by
a long overpass.

The 45,000-capacity stadium, glowing
bright green for Śląsk in league

Transport

From central Rynek, tram Nos.3, 10
and 20 run every 10-15mins and take

Two club shops, one behind the
home end of the Stadion Miejski on
ulica Królewiecka, the other at the

Tickets & shops

Some fans before taking the
tram from Rynek to the game
and certainly many coming back
afterwards meet at the U Beatki
bar beside Casa de la Musica on
the main square, its small interior
covered in Śląsk stickers, its terrace
busy. A TV in the corner shows
matches.
There’s little around the stadium
itself – the kiosks inside dispense
Tyskie beer (8zł/€1.80) and
Polish half-baguette sandwiches,
zapiekanka, lathered in ketchup.
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club’s previous stadium of Stadion
Oporowska south-west of town by
Pl Srebrny tram stop, sell tickets.
On match days, it’s 5zł/€1.15 dearer
from the outlet on the stadium
concourse nearest tram-lined ulica
Lotnicza. Purchased in advance, you
pay 25zł/€5.70 in Trybuna B/D behind
the goals, 35zł/€8 for most seats in
sideline Trybuna C, 45zł/€10.25 for
the best seats in A and C. There’s an
even bigger discount for Polish-only
online sales at bilety.slaskwroclaw.pl.

POLAND 2019-20 Zabrze
www.liberoguide.com/zabrze

Bed

Brama

going on to win seven more. The club
recently re-renamed their rebuilt
stadium after him.

Zabrze
If there’s one Polish destination
whose name older football fans
will recognise if not be able to
pronounce, it’s Zabrze. An industrial
mishmash within Greater Katowice
in the football heartland of Silesia,
Zabrze is the home of Górnik
(‘Miner’), who narrowly lost three
key European fixtures in three
years to George Best’s Manchester
United and Colin Bell’s Manchester
City, around half a century ago. No
Polish city has welcomed home the
league title more times than Zabrze,
whose duopoly with local rivals

Bearings

Chorzów ran from 1952 to the fall of
Communism in 1989.
European games were played at the
vast Stadion Śląski, Poland’s national
stadium until its demolition in 2009.
The Stadion Górnika was used for
domestic fixtures. Like Zabrze itself,
however, its pre-war heritage is
German.
As Preußen Zaborze then Preußen
Hindenburg, the team from today’s
Zabrze won the South East German
Championship in 1929, and made the
national finals. Their ground was the
Steinhoff Park, today the Pilecki, near
where Górnik now play  the former

Biały Słoń

Adolf-Hitler-Kampfbahn, opened
in 1934. It was as quickly renamed
in 1946 as Preußen Hindenburg
disappeared.
Górnik rose to win their first Polish
title, in 1957, with striker Ernest Pohl

Katowice International Airport
is 48km (30 miles) from Zabrze,
connected by an hourly ZTM AP1
bus from stand 3. It takes 50mins to
reach Zabrze Goethego (5zł/€1.15,
14zł/€3.15 including 24hr pass) by
the train station. Katowice Airport
Taxi Service (+48 784 846 866) quote
(160zł/€35) to Zabrze.
A train from Katowice (9zł/€2)
takes 15mins. Zabrze station is
south of the compact centre, the
stadium south-west. Local KZK GOP
buses (3.20zł/€0.70) set off from a
concourse to the left of the station as
you exit, with trams running till late
at night. Zabrze-based Taxi Skorpion

Walking distance from the stadium
main 3 Maja, the Willa Ambasador
is a functional hostel attached to a
sports association, mainly comprised
of twins and singles. Two tram
stops away, Diament is twin hotels,
comfortable three- and four-stars
backdropped by in greenery. In town
on Jagiellońska, the ibis Katowice
Zabrze offers 114 rooms with a bar
and restaurant. Further up but still
central, the INNOWACJA is mainly
used for conferences but handy if free.
A short walk west on Franciszkańska,
the Alpex provides affordable yet
agreeable three-star stays.

Beer

Mainstream bars sit on and off the
main street of Wolności, including
prominent Funfest, a large pub and
bowling alley, and nationwide retrothemed chain Ministerstwo Śledzia i
Wódki just behind it. On the other side
of the road, Melon is a popular spot
with a back terrace and TV inside.
On tumbledown Cieszyńska in old
Zabrze, Biały Słoń offers house brews
in authentically vintage surroundings
while Brama is, quite simply,
magnificent. A party crowd gathers
around well-chosen music and a
range of beers. Behind the bar there’s
TV football, around it, children’s
swings. Savvy, friendly staff, too.
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(+48 32 273 33 33) offer airport
transfers.

POLAND 2019-20 Górnik Zabrze
www.liberoguide.com/gornik-zabrze

Tickets & shops

match days, everyone clad in the
Trójkolorowi, the tricolour of red,
white and blue.

Górnik Zabrze
No club has won more Polish titles
that Górnik Zabrze (gornikzabrze.pl),
although the last triumph was back in
1988. Embodying the era when industrial
Silesia dominated the domestic game,
Górnik (‘Miner’) even made a European
final, the only Polish club to do so, losing
the Cup-Winners’ Cup to Manchester
City in the rain of Vienna in 1970.

But, led by perhaps the finest Polish
player of all time, locally born
Włodzimierz Lubański, ‘Górnicy’ beat
Roma and Rangers en route to the
final, gave George Best’s Manchester
United two tough games two years
before, and City again in 1971.
Two decades later, Górnik were still
playing the likes of Real Madrid and
Juventus, and winning titles, before
a further two decades in the post-

Communist wilderness. Returning
to the Ekstraklasa in 2010, Górnik
also rebuilt their stadium, renamed
it the Ernest Pohl and made Europe
in 2018.
The club’s substantial fan base
ensured Górnik the second-best
home gates in the regular season
in 2017-18, even above Legia’s.
There’s a family-friendly atmosphere
around the stadium concourse on

The colour scheme continues inside,
where three stands surround the
pitch – the fourth, former main one
was never completed during the
tricky rebuild. On this west side, it’s
press and VIPs only. Górnik’s Torcida,
modelled on their Hajduk Split
counterpart, occupy the South Stand,
Trybuna Południowa, by Roosevelta.
Away fans enter through gate 3 for the
upper corner sectors (A11-A15) of the
North Stand, Trybuna Północna, by
Olimpijska. Neutrals are best placed
on the sideline Trybuna Wschodnia,
East Stand.

Transport

At the concourse to the left of the
station, look for the end stop No.11 by
the red ticket hut – that’s where the

The Górnik Fanshops on the
Roosevelta side of the stadium and in
the small mall in town at Wolności 273
both distribute advance tickets, also
sold on the day at kiosks on the main
concourse at the ground. Admission is
priced at 35zł/€7.80 on the sidelines
in the Trybuna Wschodnia, 25zł/€5.60
behind the goals in Północna or
Południowa. Prices drop by 5zł/€1.15
for domestic cup fixtures. Within the
shops, tricolour shirts and scarves
in red, white and blue are offset by
souvenirs harking back to Górnik’s
glory days, such as the coffeetable
photo album celebrating the club’s 70
years.

Bars

One block down Roosevelta from 3
Maja, at the corner of Juliana Tuwima,
fans meet at the Bas bar under Warka
and Heineken umbrellas on the busy
terrace. The other popular pre-match
option is Biesiadowo, a little pizzeria
at Damrota 66A, over the road from
the stadium, where fans sink beers
outside and kids tuck into large pizzas
within. Populist Górnik are crying out
for a stadium bar – maybe part of the
main stand that never was – so the
Papa Kebab kiosk on Roosevelta and
the concourse host beery gatherings,
tailgating Silesian-style.
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No.32 bus departs every 30mins daily
for Stadion, four stops and 10mins
away.

